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Fundamental to the concep~ of a linear transformation 
is the notion of a linear space. However, before defining 
a linear space, we need the concept of a field. 
DEFINITION 1. A field~ is defi~d to be a triple OJ""= 
<F;+,•>, where Fis a non-empty set, and where~ and• are 
each binary operations defined on F satisfying the follow-
ing postulates. For any a,b,<? E-F, 
1. a+ b = b + a 
2. (a+ b) + c =a+ (b + c) 
3. There exists OE. F, called the identity element for +, 
such that for every x e.F, x + 0 = x. 
4. For every x E: F there exists -x E. F such that x + (-x) = a. 
5. a•b = b,a 
6. (a•b)• c = a•(b•c) 
7. There exists 1 E. F, 1 ~ 0, called · the identity element 
for • , such that for every x€.F, x•l = x. 
8. For every x E F, x I O, there exists x- 1E. F such that 
-1 X•X = 1. 
9. a•(b + c) = a•b + a•c 
The field of real numbers and the field of complex 
numbers, which sha~l hereafter be denoted by Rand C, 
respectively, are two common examples of fields and will 
be employed throughout this report. 
DEFINITION 2. Let <lJ" = <F; +, • > be a field having + and• 
identities O and 1, respectively, let V be a non-empty 
set on which the binary operation@ is defined, and 
finally let 0 be the binary operation defined for 
elements in F with elements in V having values in V. 
Then the system'tf= <V,F;+,• ,0,0> is called a linear 
space if and only if the following postulates are sat-
isfied. For any a, b ,c E. F and u, v, w E. V, 
1. U@ V = V Et) U 
2. (u@ v) (±) w = u @ (v $ w) 
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3. There exists G EV, called the identity element for V, 
such that for every t EV, t + 0 = t. 
4. For every t E. V, there exists -t E. V such that t + (-t) 
= G. 
5. (a+ b) ® u = (a 0 u) © (b@ u) 
6. a ® (u ® v) = (a ® u) © (a ® v) 
7. (a•b) 0 u = a 0 (b ® u) 
8. 1 0 u = u 
The collection of Reimann integrable functions on 
an interval [a,b], and the collection of periodic 
functions with a fixed period are familiar examples of 
linear spaces. 
If n is a positive integer ( n E.P.I.) and R = 
. n 
[Ca 1 ,a 2 , •• ,¾i): : aiE R f~r i = 1,2, •• ,n}, then Rn is 
formed into a linear space over R by the following: 
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1. If a.= (a 1 ,a 2 , •• ,an)(Rn and~ - = (b 1 ,b 2 , •• ,bn)ERn' 
then we o.efine a ffi Sas a.© S = (a 1+b1 ,a 2+b2 , •• ,an+bn) 
2. If a.= (a 1 ,a 2 , •• ,an) €Rn_ and -c E.R, then we define c ea. 
as c ea.= (ca 1 ,ca 2 , •• ,can). 
In particular, R1 is a linear space which is abstract-
ly identical to R. 
~ " . It is noted that the term vector space is synonymous 
II // 
with the term linear space in the literature. 
DEFINITION 3. Let °3' be a field over which the two linear 
spaces CU..= <U,F;+, •, (±) ,0> and 17\.f"=- <V,F;+, •, [±) ,G~ are de-
fined. A mapping T that pairs the elements of _U with the 
elements of Vis called a linear transformation provided 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. T ( u © v) = T ( u) l±I T ( v) , for al 1 u, v E. U, and 
2. T(a 0 u) = a0T(u), for all aE.F and uE.U. 
It is interesting to note that the single condition 
T[(a 0 u) @ (b 0. v)l = [a 0 T(u)J ~ [b GJ T(v)], where a, 
b E. F and u, v EU, is equi val~nt to the preceeding conditions 
1 and 2, and is often used to define a linear transformat-
·' ion. It should be mentioned that some authors prefer the 
,, . 
term linear mapping'' over 'linear transforme.tio.d, and that 
each of these terms will be utilized in thi_s report. 
Also, for brevity, we shall often shorten the words 
''1 . \\ ((1 • t f t . " d ((1 • • ,, inear space, inear rans orma ion, an inear mapping 






Example 1. Let RI[a,b] represent the linear space of 
functions which are Reimann integrable on the interval 
[a,b]. From elementary theorems of calculus it is seen 
b 
that the operator f is a linear transformation which maps 
a 
the space RI[a,b] into the space 
Example 2. The operator "v = o'l.. 
. ~ 
ax 
is a useful linear 
mapping, in applied mathematics, which transforms the 
space of second order differentiable functions of two 
variables into the space of functions of two variables. 
Example 3. A very relevant example of a linear mapping 
is the general linear integral transformation which 
will now be formally defined. 
DEFINITION 4. Let 9-L be a linear space of functions de-
fined on the finite or infinite interval (a,b). The 
general linear integral transformation of F(t)E~with 
respect to the kernel K(t,s) is denote4 by T[F(t)] and 
is defined as 
(1) 
b 
T[F(t)] = f F(t)K(t,s)dt, 
a 
whenever this integral exists. In each p~rticular in-
stance, the space C7J.L ~ the interval (a, b), the kernel 
K(t,s), and the conditions on the parameters have to be 
prescribed. 
The Laplace transformation and the Fourier sine and 
cosine transformations are special cases of the general 
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linear integral transformation, and will be discussed in 
this report. 
If Tis a linear mapping that pairs the elements 
of space °I.,( with elements of space °I;, one naturally 
wonders if there exists a linear transformation, say 
T- 1 , called the inverse of T, which maps the space °r 
back into the space °U.,. The answer is not always af-
firmative for, in example 1, many different functions 
in RI[a,b] may have the same image in R1 and hence the 
impossibility of defining an inverse mapping. 
However, there certainly are examples of linear 
transformations in which an inverse linear mapping 
may be defined. 
Example 4. If f(t) EC[a,b] (the space of all continuous 
functions on the interval [a,b]), then 
X 
T[f(t)] = f f(t)dt = F(x), 
a 
where F(x) is defined o~ [a,b], is indeed a linear trans-
formation that maps C[a,b] into c1 [a,b] (the space of 
first order differentiable functions defined on the inter-
val [a,b]). Note that f(t) may be recovered by the in-
verse linear mapping T- 1 [F(x)J = d(F(x)), since 
X 
d (/ f(t)dt) = f(x). 
ax a 
dx 
It was mentioned in example 3 that concern will be 
? 
given to some special cases of the general linear in-
tegral transformation. In each instance the inverse to 
the transformation is significant and will also be discus-
sed. 
PART II 
The Laplace Transforma~ion 
DEFINITION 1. Let F(t) be a real-valued function of a 
positive real variable, and l ,et s E. R be a parameter in-
dependent oft! , The Laplace transform of F(t), denoted 
by L[F(t)J is defined as 
00 
(1) L[F(t)] = / F(t)e- st dt, 
Q 
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whenever this ·integral converges. We see from the def-
inition that the Laplace transform of a function is unique. 
Also, note that the Laplace transform is nothing but a 
special case of the general linear integral transformation 
which was defined in example 3 of part I. 
Since the above integral is improper, some sufficient 
restrictions for its convergence will have to be placed 
on F(t). Such .restrictions will now be investigated and 
the results are summarized in Theorem 2 below. 
DEFINITION 2. A function F(t) is said to be sectionally 
continuous on the closed interval [a,b] if and only if 
the one sided limits F(a+), F(b-), F(x+), and F(x-) exist 
and are finite for xE(a,b), and F(x+) = F(x-) = F(x) for 
all x (a, .b), 
* ~ater in this report we shall lets assume complex values. 
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except possibly for a fini te nlllD.ber of points in this open 
intervalo 
Note that every continuous function is sectionally 
continuous on the same interval. The unit step function, 




is another example of a function that is sectionally 
continuous. The space of all sectionally continuous 
functions on the finite interval O~t~T, for every pos-
itive number T, will be denoted hereafter as SC[O,T]. 
DEFINITION 3. A function F(t) is said to be of exponent-
ial order (E.O.) if there exists constants a, M, and T 
such that [F(t)I < Meat for all t>T • . 
An example of a function of E.O. is t 2 , for let a= 
2 
M = 1 and T = O. But the function et is not of E.O. 
since, for any a, M, and T, there exists t>T such that 
t 2 . e > Meat 
THEOREM lo Let F(t)E SC[O,T] be of EoO. Then L[F(t)J 
converges absolutely for s>a, where the existence of a 
is guaranteed in definition 3o 
Proof. F(t)E SC[O,TJ implies that F(t) is bounded. 
Therefore there exists M1 such that 
(3) 
Also, F(t) being of E.Oo implies the existence of M2 and 
10 
T such tha.t 
(4) (t>T) 
But from (3) and (4), we have jF(t)j < Meat for all t~O, 
( -ext ) where M = max M1 , M1e , M2 • Hence, 
b b 
/ IF(t)I e- st dt < J Mecxte-st dt = M [1-e-(s-cx)b] 
0 0 - ' 
s-cx 




~[1-e-(s-cx)b] = M 
s-cx s-cx 
( 5) bl im J b /F ( t ) I e -std t < M • 
~00 0 - -
s-cx 
b 
Since !F(t)!e- st ~ O, then J /F(t)/ e- st dt is monotonically 
0 
increasing. Finially by the previous (bservation coupled 
with (5), 
lim JbjF(t)I e- st dt 
b--;.oo 0 
exists for s>cx, which proves ihe theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let F(t)E SC[O,T] be of E.O. Then for the M 
derived in the above proof and s>cx, 




'6 F(t) e- st dt M 
-. 
s-cx 
HeL,:.e ~ letting b --+-00 , we have 
from which each of the re la tion s of (6) fol low e 
L["F( t;) J converges unif crmly for s >s >ex,. 
- · 0 
i 1 
Proof . It must be shown for e rer~y positive nunber £ 
there exists B = B(~,, not dependent uncn s~ such that 
00 
{ F(t)e_ 8t at/< - ( o>B,s~s
0
) 
B~v '.I.1heorem 1, /
00 jJ?(r-) I e- st dt, con,req_;,:,s 1~or s>c,~ and. 
() 
11e1lce 
.• roo 1.-"'(t) 1,~·-·St d_t ---- 0 a,:-; l::>- 00 • I t" ·1· -J ~ 
_ - ~ ~ -~ ~ nu ;1er warns , lor 
b 
e,very E >O and s >ex 
C tl1l~l"'!~ E::}c ..:. f~ -::: s B euch that L>B impli8a 
(?) , oo 1 ·· , ) I ~-.s t J l~l,, 1, e C dt 
b . 
p_.· ...... J .• -~·st 
~ut ir s >s , cnen e < 
"·' 0. e 
,_ f3 0 t .C· :) n ~ l \. .. .j,_ t >O 1.,rdch ir,1plies chat. 
( co I c ) I .... "" ;· 00 I c ) I -s t c :J' t e:i ''-' dt S / F t e o 'd t . 
D b 
/
00 j t(t) ! e- 8t dt / E 
0 
for all b>B. But this B, chosen for (7 ), Js independent 
of s. The proof is completed by the fact that 
It is observed th~t 
L r·,·,c t) J I. J.i ::::: 
is a function of the parameters . From the following 
theorem it is apparent that the Laplace transformation 
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is a mapping which pairs sectionally continuous functions 
of E .O. with continuous functions of parameters .having 
the properties of (6). 
THEOREM 3. Assume the conditions of Theorem 1. Then 
f(s) = / 00 F(t)e- st dt 
0 
is a continuous function of s for s>a. 
00 
( ) -st Proof. Since J Ft e dt converges uniformly, for E>O 
0 
there is at >Osuch that 
0 
to 
Under the given conditions it can be shown th a t J F(t)e~ st dt 
0 
is continuous ins. Therefore, for some n>O, 
Also, 
Thus, 
t t J °F(t)e-(s+ 6 s)tdt - J°F(t)e- st dt < 6/3 
0 0 





(~sl ~ n). 
:1, rid f 5 n ;:i_ l y ; 
jr(s+ As) - f (s) j < E/3 + E/ 3 + E/3 = E 
for IAsj Sn, which proves the theorem o 
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From Theorem 2 i.t is seen that eve ry function of EoO. 
that is a member of 3C[ 0 1 TJ necessari1y has a Lapl ace 
image o In other words , the exist enc.e of such E'. trans-
form is guaranteed just as an existence theore m in diff-
erential equations may guarantee a solut ion to a particu -
lar differential equation o Although we ma;y knov an 
eq u ation has a soluti .on, it .is often very diff:Lcu1t and 
r,erhaps c~ven irnp o.ssible to find the solution . likewise, 
even t;hou 6h we may real: ze the integral J00 F(t) 6·-St dt 
0 
cw1~1ergec; for a partiGu1ar 1?( t), it may be too g1 eat a 
task to perform the integra t ion o 
Fortunately, there are many useful operational 
propert .ies of the Laplace transi'ormat.ion th n-c assist; 
on e greatly in finding the transform of certain functions. 
In many cases such properties make it possi bl e to avoi d 
integratio n entirely . A few of these operational proper-
tiea will now be presented as theorems . 
For the pu r pose of gaining some too ls to wor k with , 
1.et ULi dGrive the transform of three ba.si0 functions 
before beginn in g the th eo r ems . 
Fir s t, l et F (t) = 1 for t >O. Then L[F] 
-
/ oe- s t dt 
b b 0 
lim J e- st dt lim [ - st ] 1 for s >O. = -e = b-oo 0 b-oo 0 s s 
= 
Secondly~ let F(t) = e-at, where t>O and a is a constant. 
-==- / '°e-ate-stdt 
0 




= lim f e-(s +a )tdt 
b- 00 0 
Thirdly, let F( t ) = tP, where p>- 1 and t >O. Then L[F] = 
oc p -z ! / (~' G dz , when t = ~ 
S O SJ E. 
Now, 
(8) 1 6oc (~) p -z 1 00 p -z e dz= p+I J z e dz . - 0 s s 
The so call ed gamma function, fcx)? is defined as 
I(~) = /otx-leHtdt • 
0 
I t is easily shown that 1(1) =: 1. Using inte gration by 
parts one arrives at the recursive formula X l(x)::: ,( ~+l) 
from which it follo v1. i mmedi ately th at j(2) = 1 ! , 1(3) == 21 ;·· , 
~ +l)=p! . --, Also it can be sho vm th s.t l(x) converges 
for x>O. 




Hence, for s>O, 
the ri 6ht side of (8), 
00 p -~ ~pl+l) f z e ,.,dz= -
o sp+I 
(p>-1) 
L[ tP ] 
·-
~+ l) (p>-1) 
p+l 
s 
I (pE P.I.) 
_ , ~ s 
THEOREM 4. The Laplace transform iE indeed a linear map-
ping o 
Proof. Let F1 (t), :r2 ( t) E SC[O,T] and each be of E.O . 
Also let a R. Then L[ F1+F2J =- 600 [F1 (t) +F2 ( t )Je= st dt = 
15 
-£'',OF1 (t)e-
st dt + 600 '1!·2 (t) e - st dt = L[F 1 J + L[F 2 J; and L[ aFJ -
f
00
aF(t)e- s t dt = af 00 F( t)e- 8t dt = aL[FJ. 
0 0 
We can use Theo rem 4 to obtain the transform of some 
new f unctions . 
Illu s tration 1. If k ER, then L[k] = kL[l] = ~ for s>O. 
s 
Ill ustration 2. If a ,b ER , then L[ a +b] = L[a] + L[b] = 
a + b = a+~ for s>O. 
- -
-s s s 
Ill ustration 3. If b E. R and t>O , then L[sinh bt] = 
lL[ebt_ e-b t] lL[ebt] + l[-e-bt] = 1 1 ~ 2 2 -·--2 2 ( s-b) 2 ( s +b ) 
TIIBOREfc·l 5 . Let F(t) E C[O,TJ a nd 
SC[O,T]. Then for s>a, L[F 1 (t)] 
/ be of E.O ., and l et F (t) ~ 
exists and 
/ 
L[F (t)J = sL[F(t)J 
- :B' (o). 
Proof. Without lo :;s of genera lity, for def i niteness , 
let t h ere be a s in gle p oint , sa y t
0
, such t hat F 1 (t ) is 
0 
discont i nuous . 
{TF/(t)e - st at . 
0 
t 
= f°F 1 ( t)e- st dt + 0 
Inte grating by parts and letting u = e 
and dv = F'(t) dt g i ves JTF /(t) e- st dt 
0 
-st 
sfTF(t)e- st dt. But F( t) i s continuous which 
0 
i mpl ies that F(t 0 -0) = F ( t 0 +0). Hence 1:,,'- now have 
(9) T I t T f F (t)e- s dt = - F(O) + F(T)e-s + 
0 
T 
+ sf F(t) e- s t d t. 
0 
16 
Bec aus e F( t ) i s of E. O., there ex i s t cons t ants a and M 
such th at IF(t)I < Mea tfor l arge t , fro m which we may con-
c l ude tha t IF(T) e- s TI< Me-(s- a )T. More over, f or s>a, 
li m Me-(s- a )T= O. 
T~oo Thi s means that I F( T) e- s t l-;.o a s T- 00 • 
Retu rnin g to (9), WG obta i n , by t aki ng th e li mit as T-+ 00 , 
L[F 1( t) J = sL[ F(t)J - F(O) 
vvh ic h i s t he assertion . 
(s>a) 
COROLLARY 1. / Let F( t ) ,F (t) E C[O,T] an d each b e of E.O., 
,,,, 
an d l et F (t)E SC[O,T J . Th en f or s>a , 
L[F#( t )J = s 2 [F( t )J - s[ F(O)] - F 1 (0). 
Pr oof. 
COROLLARY 2 . 
// I I By Theore m 5 , L[ F] = sL[F] - F (0) 
Let F( t ), 1!.,'( t ) , 
= s [ sL[F ] - F(O)] - F'(o) 
= s
2L[ FJ - sF(O) - sF 1 (0). 
. .. , F ( n - l \ t ) E C [ 0, T] and 
(n ' 
each b e of E.O., and l et I' , t)ES C[O,T], wher e nE P.I. Then 
(10) L[F(n)J = sn L[FJ - sn-lF( O) - sn- 2F 1 (0) - ••• 
- sF(n- 2 )(0) - F(n-l) ( O). 
Proof (b y mathe mat i ca l i nductio n). Assume th at 
L[F( k )J = skL[F] - s k-lF(O) - sk - 2F 1 ( 0) - ... - sF (k- 2 )(0) 
_ p (k-l)(O). 
Then by Theorem 5, L[ F(k +l)J = sL[F(k)J - F( k )(O) = 
3k +lL[FJ - sk F(O) - sk-lF'(o) -··•- s 2F' k- 2 )(0) - sF (k-l) (O) 
- F (k )(O) . Ther efore , (10 ) is true for all n f. l) . I . 
COROLLARY 3. Let F(T) f SC[O,TJ and be of E . O. Then 
L 11 t F ( r.) dr ] = 1L [? ( t ) J • L0 s t 
Proof . Let G('l1) :::: J l?(r)dr . Because F t) E SC[O , 1_ 
0 
t he n G( t) E. C[ O,T]. Also , G1 (t) = F(t) axcept w: e e li"'( J 
i s di sc ontin uo u s which implies that G' (t) E SC[O , TJ . 
ord er t o ap p l y Theorem 5 on G( t) it remains to show t 1 
G(t ) is of E.O. To verify this fact 
cx.~O and~ such that jF(t)j < Llecx.t for 
I 
t t t 6 F(r)d r j :, 6 jF(r) j dr < M£ e°'rdr a 
we know the1°e ex ~ ' 
t >O. Then 
~ (eat _l) . Hence 
ex. 
ja-(t)j < ~ ecx.t and thus G(t ) i.s of E. O. Now by Theorem · o 
w-l1en s >a: , L[G 1 (t) -: sL[G(t)J - G(O) . 'l1herefore L[F(t )_ 
a s L~ t F(r ) dr] - O, from which Corollary 3 follows , 
COROLLARY 4 . Ur..der the conditions of Corollary:;; , 
( 12) L ff F(6)d 6 · r = 1~ L[F(t)J . ~ t r ] 0 0 SL 
If fact, from Corollary 3, 
. t L [l {]'(O )d6dr l a ¼L [b F(b )db l = 12L [B' ( t) ]. 
s 
Later on , v,rhen t:b.e inverse of the Lap1a.ce transfe r ~-
at.ion is discussed , forms (11) and (12) will be deriV(-:' ,_: 
diff e:cently . 
I llustration 4 ~ For F(t) = sin t , 
L[sin t ]: L[-F n(t)J r) :--..; - sc.·L[ sin t J + s(sin 0) + ros O. 
Solving for L[sin t] gives 
18 
I' ... ·- ·, L[si n tJ 1 , . .L_?) 
- 2 • 
s + 1 
(s>O) 
.Also , 
( }L/. ) L[ cos tJ s --
·7 -
s + 1 
(s>O) 
is derived simi arily . 
In the author ' s seco nd report, when app lications are 
d i scusse d, Th eore m 5 and i ts corollaries will enabl e us to 
f .i.nd t:;he Laplace tr& --isform of certain different i al c1nd 
in-r~e[;;ral equations . 
·i
1IUCREM 6 . Let L[l? (t)J == f( s ) for s>cx. 1l1hen for s - a>a. ) 
L[ eatF(t )J = f(s - a ) . 
Pr oof . Substituting s-a for sin L[F(t) ] - f(s) we 
obh:Lin 
But , 
/ '°F( t ) e-( s - a ) tdt, = f ( s - a) . 
0 
/
00 at..,,(. ),-std t 
r e ~ ~ 8 , 
0 
wl1ich is, by definition , L[e at F( t )] o 
111.u.stration 5. ,Since L[tn] = 91111!'":r;l .- for s >O and n E P . I ., 
en+.._ 
.:, 
I n . 
-- ·c-::-)n+r 
s +a 
I1 lustration 6 . J?r om (1 3) an.d Theor em 6 i.t follows th a t 
. - ±at . J 1 L Le · s1.n t :., - 2- --( s +a) + 1 (s >O) 
THEORb~ 7. Let L [F ( t)] = f(s) for s>a . Then 
L[F( at )J = ir (~). ( s >aa and a >O) 
Proof . By definition 
I:[?(Q+ :)J =- / 00 F(at)e - st d.t . 
0 
19 
! f'00 Vi'(I·J' '.:1- (s/a.)rdr' 
J -~ \:; . ' ao 
1:';hicn i just ~f ( ~) o 
Ill ustr& t, io 1 '?. i?ror.: <:.,quation ( 13) and 1I1heore11 7 vrn 
L [sin b t ~ = ( i) :/ 
(~) + l 
::: 
b 
----r--. C , C (b E.R, s >O) 
- . . 1 ·1 wln~OJ. ar . ./ , frorr.. eq · ,3.t; · or 
s + o 
(14) ana The rem 7 we obtain 
(16) L [cos btJ ::::;: s 2 2 
s +b 
( b E R, s >O) 
THEOREfo 8 . I f L[F(t)] = f ( s ) for s >cx., t he n 
L rt F( t) J = -f 1 ( s ) 
Proof. By hypothesis , f(s) = / 00 F (t)e- st dt. 
0 
( s >a ) 
Dif feren tia ting bo t h si d es wit h resp ect to s we have 
COROLLARY. If L[F(t )J = f(s), then for s >cx., 
L[tnF(t) J = (-l)nf (n) ( s ). 
The proof of this corollary follows from mathematical 
induction . 
Il lustration 8 . 
L[t sin t] ( s >O) 
( a ER,s>O) 
ThP -,-.pc;ml ts of Theo rem 8 and i ts corollary makes it 
20 
:p;)ssi"ble to f i nd the transform of certa in different i al 
and integral equat ion s having polynomia l coefficient s. 
THEOREM 9 . Let li'(t) E SC[O,TJ and be of E .C., and l et the 
limit of F%t) exist as t-0 +. Then i f L[F(t) J = f ( s ), 
00 L[F( t) / t ] = J f(x)dx 
s 
Proo f. We ar e giv en th a t / 00 F( t)e-stdt = f( s ). 
0 
I ntegrating both sides from s to 00 and letting x be a 
dummy variable on the ri ght, we obtain 
;
00
/° F(t)e- s t dtds = / 00 :f(x)dx . 
s O s 





F( t ) e_ 8t dsdt ~ / 00 f (x) dx . 
0 s s 
Evalta~ing the i nner integra l yields 
/ ,x,F(t) [ -e- st lco dt = / 00 f(x)d x 
0 t s s 
The left inte gral reduces to 
loo [F ~ t ) l e - std t , 
( s >cx) 
and since the limit of F(t)/ t exists for t- 0+~ it fol-
lo ws that 
Illustration 9. 
-1 {_ -1 i tan S 0-= Cost S"• 
O(' 
L[F(t)/t] = J f( x )dx 
s 
I [ (sin t )/t] = / 00 ~ 
s X +l 
_ 1 loo 
= tan -· )< 
8 
= rr/ 2-
THEOREM 10. Let F( t ) be a periodic function wi th peri od 
a>O. Then 
L[ F ( t )J = 
1 -as . - e • 
Proof. By definition , L[F ·(t)J = /'°F(t)e- st dt = 
0 
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= /a F(t)e- st dt + J2aF (t)e- st dt + J3aF(t)e- st dt + • 
0 a 2a 
. . . 
In th e seco nd inte gra l subs titute T+a fort, in the t hi rd 
substitute T+2a fort, and in general substitute T+na for 
tin the (n+l)st inte gra l. Hence 
L[F(t)] = faF(T)e-sTdT 
0 
+ /aF (T+a)e-s(T +a)dT 
0 
+ JaF(T +2a)e-s(T +2a)dT 
0 
= faF( T) e-sT dT + e-asfaF(T +a )e-sTdT 
0 0 
+ e- 2asfaF(T +2a)0·- ~TdT 
0 
+ • • • 
+ • • • 
But F(T) = F(T +a ) = F(T+ 2a ) = · ·-for all values of T since 
F(T) i s periodic wit h per iod a . Thus we have 
a 
L[F(t)J = (l+e -a 8 +e- 2as + · ··) f F(T ) e-sTdT. 
0 
'111:.. pr oof is completed by the fact that the surn of th e 
-as -2as . ( -as )-1 geometric series l+e +e + .. ·is 1-e • 
Illu stration 10. Find the transform of the saw-tooth wave 
function shown in Fi gure 1. 
F(t) 
t 
Fi gure 1 
Here the veriod is n, and thus, L[F(t)J = 
l 
J c~e v = -- - • ,,1t . . - sta+- 2 [ l +rcs n: l 1-e-ns O s~ s ( l-. -res ) 
THEOREM 11 . Let J?(t) E SC[0/1 1] and be of E.O. Then 
L[F b ( t )J = e-bsf ( s) 
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where the transform of 
=~' O<t<b 
J?( t) is f(s) and }i"'b ( t) is defined 
as Fb(t) 0 
F(t - b), t>O 
Proof. By definition we have 
b ( ) ~ ( ) -sr L[ Fb t] = J Odt + f Fr-be dr. 
0 b 
Letting t = r-b, we can write the last integral in the 
= / '°E'(t)e - s(t +b)dt = 
0 
-bs ( ) 
--· e fs . 
Illustr at ion 11 . Co .. sider the unit step function Sk(t) 
as defined in (2) . By Theore m 11 we obtain 
L[Sk (t)J = e-ksL[l] = e-k s 
s 
Before closing this section let us allow the parameter 
s to be non-real, as promised earlier . 
DEFI NITION 4 . 
exot ( F( t) is 
A function F(t) is said to be of the order 
0( exo t)) vvhen t >O and x
0 
E R, providing the 
I I X t constant M exists such that F ( t) <Meo • 
DEFINITIO N 5. A function f(z) of a complex variable is 
sai d to be analytic at a point z
0 
if its der ivative f" ( z ) 
exists at every point of some neighborhood of z
0
• 
DE]'I NI TION 6 . Let f(z) = u (x , y ) + iv( x ,y), where u and 
v are real-valued functions. Then f(z) is said to s ati sfy 
the C1~chl -R iemanr. conditions if 
av 




THEOREM 12 . au ov . Let u, v, ax' a'y be continuous, real valued 
functions of x and yin some neighborhood of the point 
z0 = (x 0 , y 0 ). Then a necessary and sufficient condition 
that f(z) = u + iv be ana lytic at z
0 
is that the Cauchy -
Riemann conditions be satisfied at that point. 
To prove this theorem woul d take us f a r astray from 
our objectives so the statement of the theorem will have 
to suffice . 
TH:;_i_;Ql{ET,·i 13 . Let s = x + iy, where x,y E .H, and let 
F(t)E SC[O,TJ and be O(exot) for t>O . Then the Laplace 
integral 
(17) 
is abs ol utely convergent for x >x
0
; it is uniformly 
convergent wi th respect to x and y in each half p lane 
x?:x1 , where x1>x 0 • Moreover , L[ F( t)J is an analytic 
function of s for x >x
0
• 
Pro of . The Lap l ace transform of F ( t ) i s 
00 <X 
( 18 ) f(s) = f F( t ) e- st dt = f F( t ) e-xte-iy t dt 
0 0 
But e-iy t = cor yt - isin yt . Thus (1 8) becomes f ( s) = 
u (x , y ) + iv (x ,y ) where 
00 
(19) u (x ,y ) = f F( t ) e- xtcos yt dt and 
0 
v (x , y ) = -/ ~F( t ) e-xts i n yt dt . 
0 
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Also ~ we note th at 
( 20) IF(t)e- xtco s ytl s\F(t)e- st l and 
\-F( t ) e-xt sin yt\ S IF( t) e- st \. 
From the hypothesis, there is an M such that IF( t )j < Mexo t 
f or t>O. Therefore 
I t i j I 8 - xt < n/J.8 -( x- x 0 )t <_ Me- (xl - xo ) t , ( 21 ) F(t)e-s · = F(t) r 
whenever x~x1 , and x1>x0 • Now from ( 20) and ( 21 ) we may 
conclude that 
I xt ( 22 ) F(t)e · cos l ff -( x- x ) t he o , 
( 23 ) IF( t )e- xtcos 
Me-(x - xo )t, jF(t) e- xts in yt l s 
Me-(xl- xo)! IF(t)e-xtsin ytjs Me-( xl-xo ) t 




then (17) c onverges absolutely . Furthermore , by the 
Weierstrauss test .for integrals, we estab li sh t he un iform 
convergence of the inte gra l s in (19) with respect to x 
and y, when ever x~x1 and x1 >x0 • 
I t b h th t au av t· can es own a u, v , ax:9 ~ are con·inuous 
funetions of x and y , that ~ = - £Y = / 00 F(t) ( --t ) e- xtcosyt dt 
oX o Y 0 
fo:r x >x0 , and tha t ~ ,:: - ~ = '600 F( t) ( -t) e- xt cos yt dt 
for x>x 0 • rrhus by Theorem 1 2 , the last assertion of 
Theorem 13 f ollows . 






f(n )( s ) = L[(- t) nF (t)J and 
Iw = f(s) 
where n E P . I ., f[s; is t he complex conju gate of f ( s ) and 
• 
-si s t h e complex conjugate of s . 25 
Proof . By t he previous theorem v1e kno w th at f ( s) is 
analytic and thus by a theorem from compl ex va r i ab les 
00 
f"( s ) = ~ + i~; that is , f/(s) = -f F( t ) t e- xt (cos yt -
0 
00 
:i.sJn yt ) dt - J -tF( t' e- st dt =r L[- t F(t~ J , wher e u and v are 
0 
def i ned i n ( 19 ), s = x + iy , and x>x
0
• Fr om th i s 'l t h e 
first c l a i m of Theorem 14 follows by mathematical 
in~~ction for n = 2, 3 , . . 
f s ) .::; / '°B'( t ) e·- (x-iy)tdt -
0 
~nd , from (1 9) we obtai n 
f:ioreover 1 
00 
- xt / J F( t ) e lCOS yt + is i n yt ) t . 
0 
I'CsJ -- u - iv = / 00 :B' ( t ) e - xt ( cos yt; + isi n yt )dt . 
0 
The r efo re , f( s : - f (s). 
Theo re m 13 te ll s 1-s that f( s ) is analy tic i n the 
ha lf pla ne x >x0 , wher e s= x + iy. I f the int egra tion 
in t h e L p lac e tr ans form is p er f or med whens= x , t h en 
a r eal function, say <p(x), i s obtained th at is identical 
t o f(s) to th e ri ght of x 0 ; th at is, <p(x) = f( x ) when x>x 0 • 
I f' <p(s) is analyti c for x>x
0
, then it must be identical to 
f(s), since two different analytic functions cannot be 
identical along a line . 
Thus we see th a t the properti es obta i ned by assum i ng 
s ER carry over to the case in which s E. C. It follows 
th a t the t ransforms of particul ar functions derived for 
s E R are valid when s E C. One s eldom needs the value of 
x 0 wni.ch deter mines the half pl.ane in which s lies ; the 
26 
existence of the number x
0 
usually suffices. 
We now have sufficient machinery for our purposes to 
find the Laplace transform of a relatively wide class of 
functions of E.O. in Sy[O,T]. The next section of this 




The Inverse of the La£lace Transformation 
The Laplace transform :i.s a useful tool in linear 
system analysis . I n particular , this transformation can 
be used to solve certain linear boundary value problems . 
Fr equently, this Laplace method is shorter and more 
efficient than other conventional procedures of solving 
such problems . 
Briefly , the Laplace tra11sform method requires one 
to transform the differ ent ial or integral equation into 
an algebraic equ ation, solve the transformed equation, 
and then find the Laplace inverse of the algebraic 
solution . 
I n the previous part we were concerned with find -
ing the Laplace transform of certa in functions . Since , 
in the applications , it is necessary to find Laplace 
inv erses , Let us no w investigate some theoiy and tech-
niques of finding the functions whose Lap l ace transforms 
are given. 
( 1) 
I n gene ral , 
1 o+ i ~ zt 
- li m J f ( z ) e dt , 
2ni 13--.-00 6-i /3 
the complex invers i on integra l for the Laplace trans -
formation , pa i rs the f unct i on f ( s ) with its inverse F(t) 
such tha t L[ F (t)J = f(s). 
The i ntegr ati on of (1) is of t en difficult t o pe rfo rm 
dirc~tly fer par ticul t r f(s), but there are methods in 
complex integration theor y whi ch reduce the task 
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considerably . Among these, we s: 
in this part of the report . 
l select two to present 
However , before entering into a formal dis cu ss ion 
on the inversion in tegral , a few ide as will be gi ven tha t 
enable one to find the Lapl ace inverse of some tr ansforms 
witho ut using (1). 
E'rom reading part rr the inverses of several trans-
forms should be reco gni zable. Thus 1: fou nd ation has been 
established upon which the following theory can be based . 
Let us consider a transfo r m of the form 
f(s ) == ci~, 
q ( s) 
where p ( s ) and q( s) are polynomials and the de gre e of q ( s) 
is greater tha n the degree of p ( s ). I n pra ctice th is form 
appf ars requently , so hence its cor si deration . 
A corollary to the fundamental theorem of al.gebrP 
establ ishes the existence of n linear factors of an rt?: 
degree polynom ial q ( s ). Note that in q( s ) there may or 
may no ~ be repeated factors . 
Theorem 1, below , systemati zes a procedure for find-
ing inverses of quotients of pc~vno mi als where the 
denominator has a lin ear factors-a , not repeated . 
Theorem 2 handles the s it uation when the a ,~nominator con -
tains a repeated f actor ( s-a )n +l o 
TifoOREM 1 . Let f ( s ) =- p ( s )/ q ( s ) 9 where p ( s ) and q ( s ) ar e 
~nlyn ~mi ~lQ ~nn ~hP oegree of q(s) is greater that the 
degree of p(s) , and le t q( s) c.onta in -che factors-a 
which is not repe at ed . Then the term in L- 1 [f( s )J~ the 
inve rse of the Laplace transform f' ( s )~ corresp onding t o 
the factor s-a is 
( 2 ) 
(3) 
n(Ft) at 
~ - e • 
q " ( a ) 
Proof . 1.I'he quotient p ( s) / q (s) ean be expressed as 
p( s ) = 
q ( s ) 
A 
-+ h(s)~ S •=a 
where A .i.s a constant and h(s) is the sum of the f:'.:'act-
ions corresponding to all other t actors of q ( s ) . 
l;Jul tipl ying ( 3) by s-a obtains 
,Ls-a~ £( s ) =A + ( s -a) h(s) . 
q ( s ) 
rraking the J.lmit as s-a giv es 
(4) lim [p(s)J ~~-a) =A +· lim 
s-+a q ( s) s- a (s-a)h (s) . 
The f a ctor ( s-a) / q ( s) has the form 0/0 as s-.- a~ wi1ence , 
af te r using L'H ospital 's rul e in ( 4 ) and solving for A 
we have 
A= ~ • 
q '( a ) 
The proof is completed by r ecognizin g that 
since at L[ Ae J :::;; 
T_ _f'_ r• ( r • \ .; ~ 





L-·l[f( s )J =L 
k==l q" ( ak ) 
In fact , this corolla ry is verified by apply-ing 
Theorem 1 to each factor of q(s) o The form (5) is some-
times ca ll ed Heaviside's expansion o 
Illu stra tion l. Find th e inv erse of f( s ) = 2 2 · 
s -a 
s 
By l etting p(s ) = sand q ( s ) ~ s 2-a 2 = ( s - a )( s +a ), f ( s) 
can be put in the form f ( s ) = p ( s) / q ( s ) . Applying the 
corollary g:v es us 
-1 a at a -at L lf,s )J = Zae + 2ae == cosh at . 
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THEOREM 2. Let f(s) = p (s) / q(s), wher e r ( s ) and q(s ) are 
polyn omi al s in s such that the degree of g_(s ) is h igher 
th an the de gree of p ( s), and let q(s) cont a in the re-
· n +l peated linear fa ctor (s-a) o Then t he terms in L- 1 [f ( s)] 
corresponding to this fac to r are 
n (6) L 
.1:=u 
where <.p(s) is the quotient of p(s) and all the factors of 
g ( s ) except ( s-a )n +l. 
Proof . By the definition of <.p( s ), f ( s) = <.p( s )/( s -a) n +l 
~ 
Representing f ( s ) as a sum of partial fractions gives 
(7) p(s) 
( -· ~ '\n+l 
.:::i---<.4./ 
A A A 
= ~ + 1 + ••. + n + h( s ) 
3~a ( s-~ ) 2 ( s-a)n +l ' 
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(1 ( . ) • 
:l ···' 
1J'r,:;m equat i c,n (?) .1c -fo.llc .• ~, •1.,,· 
(B) ( 'l~-,-1. ( ) C,-S..) l1 8 • 
t_[ ,- b·-' · ,.,, ·-1· · J • · t <C ,. n ''I · bt- - ( ·\ 
:J. .... 1 ne, L l ,"! .l ffil. , cL.) b -,,.. '-"-1 V, e O a.1.n "· n '1\~ fill~'.!. 
1 •·e c,an cl.1fier,:'-.ntiac,:; c.·} .. ~r1 ,,:;idc: of' (BJ' with Yt' ;:_;,)ect, 
···n-·1 9 ' J 





W,. i' j Ld that 
(n --r·) c· _ , 
·- '.£__ __ •• ~~ 
(n- r )] 
e~uation ( 7) becollies 
f ( s ) , t -4~ ~ :le) i' +1 + h ( s ) 
r=O (n- ·r) I ( s-a ) 
, I • ) 
fl., , ~ ~ ( :J._ • £.L~-.:. 
The nve rse of the J i rst express ion on the r.i ght of 9 ' is :E' 
. L [tr at] since .·, e This coLlpletes the proof. 
I llustration 2 . Find the inver se of f ( s ) - s +a 2· ( s +b )( s +c ) 
Let the nwnerato.r of f ( s ) be p (s) and the denominator be 
q(s ), and consider the unrepeated factor s +b . From 
Theorem 1 we realize th a t the inv erse corresponding to 
th is factor is 
r: ( -~ ) <:>-bt ' ~ 
q 1 (-b ) (b-c) 2 
-bt: 
f; 
Applyi.ng Theo ra m 2 wi th <p( s ) = ( s +a )/( s +b ) we obtain the 
t erms in 1 -l[~ ( s )/ q ( s )J correspond i n g to the repeated 
f a ctor ( s +c) 2 • These te rms are 
1 
'> r ~-~r: ~-:<a2 tr~==-::i = rc~)t 
r~ l ( 1--r )! r ! ( b-c ) ( !L. h ) ] ' - ct - ~ 2E. • ( b --e,) 
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" ,=. 
J.J [ s +a l a-b -bt I ( a ---c )t (· b ) ] , . - ·,.. e + - - a~ --ct ( ~~b )(~+ c ) 2 -- ( b - c) 2 (b - c ) (b-c)2 6 • 
• When q ( s ) is a po l ynomial L)f degree n, i t does indeed 
have n linear factors , say ( s - a1 ) ( s-a 2 ) ( s-a 3 ) · · ·C s - an ). 
Some or all of these ak may be non-real in which c a se 
the above two the orems are still val i d . Howev er , when 
non-real ak ap pe ar, the inverse of p ( s )/ q ( s ) contains 
terms of the form teak i t . The reduction of such i e:rms 
to r ·al forms is sometimes tedious . To avoid such labor , 
the following theorem is inclu de d to handle the cases 
where there is a pair of conjugate linear fact ors in 
g_(s ), say [s- (- a +bi) ] [s -C--a-1)i )] ') wh i ch C::lil be :put in 
the form ( s +a ) 2+b 2 1 v.rhere a , bE. R. Th.is latter form i.s 
cal. ed an irreducible quadratic factor . 
THEORETV: .3 . Let f(s ) = p ( s) / q(s), vvhere p ( s ) and q ( s) 
are rJo l y-nom:i.als :i.n s with the degree of q(.s) hig h er than 
the degree of p ( s ), and l et q ( s) ha ve an unrepeated, 
i.rreduci .b1e qu adratic factor ( s +a ) 2-ib2 suc.h that a , b E R. 
-1[ ( )-Then the terms in L f s J cor r esponding i o this factor 
are 
( 10) -at 
.;..-c <.pi cos bt + <.prsin bt) 
where (pi. and <.pr ar e, re spect i ve l y , the imaginary and rea l 
parts of cp( -a +bi ) and <.p( s ) is the qu otient of p ( s ) and 
all the factors of q ( s ) except ( s +a ) 2+b 2 • 
Proof . I n the pa.r ti a.1-~fract i on expansion of p ( s )/ q ( s )
1 
As + B we have a single fraction of t:h,'3 form ··--~- ,..., 
( s +a ) 2+bc.. 0 
Letting h(s ) denote the fractions co rresponding to all 
ot her factors of q(s), we can write 
E.W.= ~(s) + h(s) o 
q ( s ) ( s + a ) 2 +·b 2 
Multi plying by ( s +a ) 2 +b2 , we ol)tain 
<p( s ) =As + B +[ ( s +a ) 2+b 2]h(s)o 
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Sin ce s = -a +bi makes ( s +a) 2+b 2= o, we can wr·i te q,(-a+bi) = 
( --a+bi )A + B or'} reduc in g <p(- a.+ib) to its standar d complex 
(11) <p i i<p. = (- aA + B) + ibA . r 1 
Equating the rea~ and imaginary parts of (11) and solving 
for A and B yie1ds, 
Thus 
( ) As + B 12 - -~ -~ ( i:>+a )-+b 
~- b<pr +a<pi 
A " - 1· and B :-.:: o 
-b b 
:F'rom Theorem 6 and equations (15) and (: 6) , of the previous 
section , we can wr i te the inverse of the ri ght side of (12) 
as 
l ( -at -at . ) 
- <pie c os bt + <pre s:1n bt 
b 
from which the assertion is a~ppa.rent o 
Il lus~ration 3 o I f f ( s ) : p ( s )/ g (s) = s/[( s +2 ) 2 ( s 2+2s +l 0) ] , 
what is L- 1 [f ( s )]? Considering first the repeated linear 
fac to.r , and using the not a tion o.f Theorem 2 we find 
<p( s ) ~ ~ 8 • o 
s +2s+lO 
Therefore , 
1 ~(l-r)(- 2 ) tre - 2t [ ____ ,_ 
r =O (1-r)! r ! 
( 3- 10t)e- 2 t 
= . - o 
50 
1Por t he quadratic factor s 2+2s +l 0 .: ( s +l) 2+32 we have 
cp( s ) ~ s /( s +2) 2 o Therefore cp(- a +bi) = cp(- 1+3i ) = 
( ~1 +3i)/[ (- 1+3:i )+ 2 ] 2 ~ 13 / 50 - Si./ 50 , and thus <pr = 13/50 
and tp. =- -9 / 500 1I1he term Jn L- 1 [f(s) J corresponding to l 
2 
s +2s +l 0 is therefore 
P1dding trrn two partial inverses , we finally· have 
L·-l[f(s)] = Ll- 12t)£ :: t;+ ~-t £=2~~- ?t + .ljsin ._2! ) • 
50 150 
There is a fourt h t heorem dealing with repea~e~ 
irreducible quadratic factors, but because of its 
limited a~plicat1ons we shall not present it here . The 
convolution theor em whic.h will b,s, developed next handles 
many of the simpler tr ansf orms involving repeated quad -
ratic factorE . 
The convolution theorem pairs two functions oft 
w.i th the product of their transforms. It fallow. from 
this convolution operation that the Laplace inverse of 
the product of two transforms is giv en d:i.rectl.y i.n terms 
of tle two functio ns whose transforms form the given 
product o 
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DEFI NI 111ION 1 . The convo lu t ion of functions F( t) and G(t), 
denoted as F( t )* G(t ), i s defi n ed 
(13) .J;i'(t) * G( t) == /t F( r)G(t--r)d .ro 
0 
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'rH:i.1,C,faI.~ 4n LF, t; ]?( -) ~G(t) E .JC[C,1 1 ] r nd. E:;ach be O( ea.t) as 
r,-c'° sud1 that L[Ii '( t)J ,~ f ( s) and L[G(t)J = g(s). Then 
tor s>o:, 
L[]'(t) * G(t)J ~ f(.s)g(s) . 
1 roof . Since the integration of F( t) * G( t ) sta.rts 
at t = O, we may assume F(t) :.:: G(t) -- 0 for t< Oc Alsc , 
the arg ument o.f G(t - r) cha nges sign fo:r r>t, making the 
:i.ntegrand of ( 13) zero for sueh values of r . '11her ef ore , 
we can write~ 
t 
( 14 ) / F( t )G( t-r )dr -
0 
00 J F( t )G( t-r )dr. 
0 
Ta k jng the tr ansform of the right side of (1 4 ) gi ves 
oo oo oo - s~ L[J F( t )G(t-r)d~ = / [J F(t)G(t-r)dr]e Jdt . 
0 0 0 
But , by changing the ord er of integration , 
J
00 [J00F( t ) G( t-r )dr J e -·st d t ::: / 00F( t )dr/ 00 G( t-r ) e - st dt . 
0 0 0 0 
However, r >t impli es G( t--r) - 0 from which 
= f 00 F( t )d r/ 00 G(t-r ) e_ 8t dt . 
0 r 
I f we now let x = t-r in the inte gral. / 10G(t-r)e- st dt, 
the ri ght side of (15) becomes 
/
00
F( t)dr/ 00 G(x) e- (x +r ) sdx or , 
0 0 
r 
[/'°F ( t ) e-rsdr J [/ 00 G(x ) e-sxdx ]. 
0 0 
This final form is nothing but f(s ) g~ s ) which compl ete s 
the proo f. 
Fro m Theorem 4 it follo ws tha t 
1 
(...Lb) L . ... [f ( s) g ( s) J = F( t ) * G( t ). 
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'.:1:..1.o o,d_u.a.~lvn l::, i,h-; u:ne we were seeking ; it can be used 
to find the inverses of many Laplace trans forms . 
Illu s t ratio n 4 . If L[H(t)J = f(s)/s 2 ~ what is H(t)? 
Le t F( t ) = L- 1 [f(s)J and G(t) 
(17) H( t ) == L- 1 [f ( s ) g(s)J -
t t 
= L- 1 [ 1/s 2 ]. Then 
t 
F(t) * G( t ) = f F( r)G (t- r ) dr = 
0 
= tf F (r )dr - / r F(r) dr . 
0 0 
I llur-3tration 5. F:i.nd thE:: inverse of h(s) = k/s(s 2+k2 ). 
Let ]?(t) ~ L- 1 [k/s 2+k 2J = sin kt and G( t ) = L- 1 [1/ s] = 1 . 
t 
Then L- 1 [h( s )J == F( t) ·* G(t) == J sin kr dr = 1/k (l- cos kt : . 
0 
THEOR.LM 5. The convolution operation is cc mmutative, 
distributive, and associativ e. 
Proo.f . ( commutativity) Charging the variable r to 
t 
t- 6 in/ F( r )G(t -r )dr gives 
0 
t t 
f F( t-6) G(6)( -d6 ) - J G(b)F( t-6)d 6 - G(t) ~ F( t). 
0 0 
Thus ~ F( t) * G(t) ::; G(t)-x- F(t). 
( distribut i vity ) F(t)* [G(t) + H(t)J = 
t t t 
/ F (r)[G(t- r ) +H(t- r )Jd r = / F(r)G(t -r) dr + J F( r )H ( t- r ) dr = 
0 0 0 
== F(t) ~ G(t) + F(t) * H(t) . 
( assoc iativity) F( t ) * ( G(t ) * H(t)) = F( t ) *(H ( t ) -x-G(t)) = 
- F(t) 'X-ft; H(r)G( t - r ) dr = /tF (6) /t-o H( :r)G ( t-6-r ) drd6 = 
0 0 0 
= ft H( r ) /t -o:E'(o ) G( t- r- 6 ) d 6dr = H(t'*/ tF(6) G( t·-6 )do = 
0 0 0 
H(t) * (F( t ) *G(t)) = (F( t) * G(t)) * H( t ). 
I llustration 6 . I n finding the inverse of k/ s( s 2+k2 ) ( see 
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~.- ... L..s •. ::.:c,·::;.,:.>;:1 ; )~ ·Ne:- L.':i1 .L.a";,:..:. chossn f(s) -=- l/s cilld g ( s) -· 
') ;, 
'E:/ .:) '--+ .t( - 0 
r r· ·:·j -~ ~-J }~ -~r: 
b 
l"'j .. ~. 
\.,l ;,,., 0 
T ·1 ' '7 ,a, . 1- ~ ., ' 2 ( - ( ~ ' 
,.L_ l~Ist.:'-.1:10.c,;, 1 o J:11.L<.1 t 11:: n :vel ' -Se o.1 J./s · s +J.) s -:--2) . 
1 
-, 2 ( .. ., '\ t" ,., l.. ;::, )' 
.C" ~ + .l. 1 1'r:;) r _ 
1 l - - 0 
fH 2 · 
- 1 [·-L. 
~2 ., ·, 
.::, ,:>+ .L 
') 
... 1.../ ::=:.L... 1 g ( s ) ,_ 2/ s +_ 1 an d n (s) ~ -l/s +~~ the 
~,( -"' * I:r( r ) ·:·1~. w--"'-:=i l "'"".l - +-... ( C".' . ··1 
.J.: , '~ I l ., . , vv .... _, ... '"(., r I. 1_ ,.:) ) _ ._ 
., 
-·· ---2~-• ··- .!.. " ,. ) 'l T.: ( ') L l. h '- ".· ., ,:. .I t, / . ~ - ·c o 
.:r(T~ * i (t:) +- H, t-) * P(t) 1 we g6t 
t +: 
,. . ;, ... , ,. ( t = . ) ' ~. . . '. ·-·2T' ( - ) ~ ., 
• ...- , . .. ·-t .r .i , t, r u1. ,u -
C 0 
- ?t ~ t - t ,:-, 
- -,;.,. +,.,-+ (; - - ·-- 0 
L~ C:. -~ 
:F'( r.) 9 G( t )~ H ( t, ) E SC [ 0 1 T J 
1
·;_;,3 t: - 00 ~ ,::i.nc ,. e :,; .u ,_, 1 , I ·,· L-·;:;, c· ,·.-, ) j-, ·/:' ( ., ) ·r [ ' ( ~ ( .; . ) 1 .,, ( .. , " 
'"' .._ o ~ J.1 U \ I_ ..i '' t':, ;.::, ) j 
L[H( t )J; h (s )o Then 
( .., ') ' Lt..') L- 1 [f ( s ) g(s) h(s) J -- F(t)* [G(t)* l ( :,) J . 
n ( ~ ) lr \,i 
Pr oo r . Since - at G(t) and l ( t) are each O(e ), the n 
for som s M1 1M2 E R. '.l1here fore, f o.r t >O and t - r >O, 
I I I t I t G(t) *H ( t) = '6 G( r )H( t-r ) dr ~ b !G( r) ljH( t -r)jdr 
t c·t ) < M.~/ ear ecx. - ·-r dr = 
---o 
whP,re M3 M1, M2 . Let F b e any positive number, 
!'.1nd 1 et M, "" max ( t e 0 .. t.t: -~,>0). Then 
., -
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r +· ct ('>' ' c '\ r .,, ,,,,~(2.o.+E.) t 
Mt 20:., - l'" te =c;; -.~c .... ·r:.1 ~ ::::: fr.t :: 3 e - 113 e. ~ 
I I (2'X+ , )·"'. Ocnseque nt ly G( t )*H ( t) <Me·' ·· ' for 
t:.>O and t>O; +:ha·"· 1s~ G( T,)*H( t) L0e O(c:~t ) 7 for 13= 2.x,+E.. 
A.l.s0 1 i·t can be shmNn th,Tt G(t. )* H( t) E.SC[C,I' J . 
Summarizing~ the functions F( t ) and G( t) * H( t ) satisfy 
the condi ti.ons of Theorem 1~ for s >l3. Therefor e 
.f ( s)[g(s )h( s ) ] == L [:B'(t )* (G(t )* H( t ))J. 
Taking t:;hs invertrn of eac:.h si.de produces (1 8 ) • 
. An. ar.J_plic ation of Theorem 6 is included :· n the proo f 
of Theorem 7. Thi s n ext theorem is often h el pful in find-
ing the inv er se of a tran sf orm co nt a ining p ositiv e inte gral 
powers of sin the denomin ator . 
THEOREM 7. Let F(t) E SC[O,T] and be of O(tcxt) as t - •oo 
and s>cx>O; also let L[F(t)J = f(s). Then 
(19) L- 1[f(s )/s] - /tF (r)dr~ 
0 * (20) L- 1 [f ( s )/ s 2J = JtJ°F (r)drdo , and 
0 0 
( 21 ) L-l [f ( s )/ sn+l] = /t/ on/on-1 ... J°1F(r)drd6 do ···do 
0 0 0 0 1 2 n· 
Proof . I f F(t ) = L- 1 [f(s)J and G(t ) = L- 1 [1/s] = 1, 
the n L-1[f(s) g(s)J ~ F(t)*G(t) = JtF(r)dr. In proving 
0 
(20) j let L[F(t)] = f(s), L[G(t)] = g(s ) and L[H(t)J = h(s) 
where g ( s) = h(s) = 1/s. Now from Theorem 6, 
* Ncte that Illu stration 4 contains another for m for 
~he ri ght dide of (20). 
h( s ) J = (F(t)* l )*l 
= /t F( r )d r * 1 
0 
= /t / 6F(r)drd6. 
0 0 
Formula ( 21 ) is proved by mathematica l induction. 
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The corr espondence between (19) and (20) of Par t III 
and the formulae (11) and (1 2) of Part 1I is interesting 
to note . 
Ill ustrat i on 8 . The inverse of l/s 2 (s 2+1) may be obta in ed 
via Theore m 7 by lettin g f( s ) = 1/ s 2 +1. Then 
= t - sin t . 
t 6 
f J sin r drd 6 
0 0 
The preceeding developements in this sectio n are 
helpful in finding the Lapl ace inverse of rational 
functions . For non-rational functions it is necessary 
to use the inversion inte gra l which will be di scussed 
next. 
An extens ion of Cauchy's i ntegral formula will be 
stated as a theorem after introducing the notion of 
order of a function of a c omplex variable. 
DEFINITION 2 . A funct i on f ( z ) is o: the order Yk as 
lz l tends to infinity, written 
f ( z) is O(zk) as lzl- 00 , 
if there exists constants Mand r
0 
such that jf(z)I< M1zF 
wheneve r lzl >r 
O
• 
THEOREM 8. Let f ( z) be analytic when /R,(z )2:6 and let f(z) 
4 0 
tc 0( z···k) a.5 lzl ,, 00 in that half pl ane~ where 6 ')k E: R and 
k>O. Then if z0 i s any complex number sueh that R_(z0 )>6 , 
1 b+if:3 f ( z ) 
l i m J · dz . 
2n i 13- 00 o-if3 z ... z 
0 
( 22 ) 
Sin c e -vve have not developed a foundat i on i n the 
theo r y of f unctions') the pr oof of Theorem 8 i s omitt ed . 
If a fun ct i on F( t ) be l ongs to the c l ass SC[O,T] and 
i s O(e6t ) when t~O, the n by Theorem 13 of Part II we know 
that L[J.1.,(t )] = f( s ) is ana l yt i c for x>6, where s = x + iy . 
A · ( ) · 0 ( ·-k ) ' th h , f 1 ,, 1 k 0 lso, if f s is s in · e 8.L p .ane x>u, w ere > , 
then by Theorem 8, f ( s ) may be expressed as 
1 1o+ :if3f ( z)dz f ( s ) "" - lim 
21ti p- oo b= i.[3 S-·Z (x>b) 
Taking the invers e of each side and interchanging the 
-1 order of the operation L and the integration , we 
obtain 
F( t ) L- 1 [_L b+ i si·c "ld•] = li m J "-' ·"' 
2rri 13- 00 o- if3 s --z 
-L.1i m 
b+i S 
f( z ) e 2 t dt , ( 23 ) = J 2ni f3-oo 6- if3 
since L~1 [1/ s - z ] 
-
ezt . 
As menti one d ear l ie r, the expression on the rig ht of 
( 23) is ca lle d the compl ex in vers ion integ r al f or t he 
Laplac e tra nsfo rm f(s) . Hencefo rth we sha ll use the 
-1 
symbol Li to repr eEent t h i s i nv ersi on i ntegral ; that is') 
6 +i f3 
F(t) = L. - 1 [f( s )] = l l i m J f (z) e 2 tdt . 
l 21ti '3- 00 6- :. f:3 
Let us n ext i nv es ~iga t e a metho d f or eval uating t hi s 
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luversion integral . 
THECREM 9. Let E'(t)~ F/(t)E SC[O'IT], and let F( t ) be 
O(exot ) for t?.0'1 where L[F( t )J ,:: f ( s ) . Then 
e 6t 00 L . --l[f ( s )J ( 24 ) J [u(6 1y) c os yt - v( o, y ) sin yt]dy'I = -l 7t 0 
where f (6 + iy) - u (6'1y ) + i.v (6 9 y ) and 6>x . 
- 0 
Pro of . By l etting z = 6 + iy'I where we fix 6, we 
obtain 
6+i )3 zt (2j) J f(z)e dt = 
6-i P 
Repl acing y by-yin the f i rst integra l on the right of 
( 25) permit s us t o write 
l 6 t f3 . . +· • t 
Li- . [f ( s )J = e lim J [f (b -iy ) e- 1 Y~+ f (6+ iy ) e1 Y-J dy . 
2n )3-- 00 0 
But, f (6 -iy)e-iyt= [u(6,y)-iv(6,y ) ] [ cos yt - isin yt], 
an d f(6 +i y )eiyt = [u (6, y )+ iv (6, y )J[ cos yt + isin yt] . 
Adding these expr ess ions, we may write 
)3 
-1 ( )] e6t lim J [u (6, y)cos yt - v (6 '1y) sin yt ] dt Li [f s = (3-+oo 0 
'Tt 
as asserted . 
I n view of the form (24)~ we see that the inversion 
integral is conver t ed into a real inte gral . However, 
even for a simple function f(s)'I the integration of ( 24) 
i s generally difficult . Later, a more practi cal method 
of eval uat ing the i nv er sion int egral wi ll be prese nt ed . 
The follo win g theorem contains sufficient conditions 
on a function f (s) t o guarantee th e ex istence of the 
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function F( t ) such that L[F( t )J ~ f ( s ). Al so the the orem 
states that F(t) is indeed given by th e inversion int egr al . 
THEOREM 10. Let f( s ) be an an al ytic function such th at 
f(s) i s O(s-k ) fo r alls= x+iy and x?x
0
, where k>l; a ls o 
let f(x) be real valu ed for x>x . Then the inversion 
- 0 
integral of f ( s ), along any line x = o, where 6~x
0
, 
converges to a real -v alu ed function F(t) that is i ndepen -
dent of o, 
( 26 ) F( t ) = L.-l[f(s)J (- 00 <t< 00 ) 
J. 
whose Laplace transform is the given function f ( s ): 
L[F( t )] = f(s) 
J:!"'urthermore , F( t) is O(exot ), is continuous on (- 00 ~ 00 ), 
and F( t ) = 0 when t<O . 
Proof . Since analyticity i mplies continuity , we 
kno w that f(z) is continuous . Al so , the product of two 
continuous functions is continuous . Therefore , f ( z ) ezt 
is every where a continuous function of y and t , where 
z = 6+iy and o>x. From the hypothesis, f ( s ) is O(s- k) 
. 0 
which , by Defini t ion 2 , i mplies the existence of positive 
numbers Mand y
0 
suc h that 
( 27) 
In fo rm ( 24 ), if we define g(t , y ) as 
(28) g (t, y ) = u(b,y)cos yt - v (o, y ) sin yt 
we can wri t e 
( 29 ) 
Yo 
= 6 g (t , y )dy + ?oog(t,y)dy. 
0 
From (27) and (28) it follo ws that 
lg ( t ,y )j < 2M IYf°k 
1:vhere k>l and M is indeper. dent; of t . Therefore, the 
improper integral in (29 ) converges uniformly with 
resp ect tot on ( ·00 , 00 ) . Both integrals are continuous 
fu nction s oft since g (t, y) is continuous for all t and Yo 
'v'e note also that if 6 = x0 , then the function 2 lf(x 0 +iy) I 
is independent oft and integrable . But lg(t , y )js 2 jf(x
0
jy) I 
an d hence, the two integr als of (29) are bounded . 
To show F(t) is in depende nt of 6, let us use 
another path , say x = o', where o'>o ( see Fi gure 2) . Now 
f(z ) ezt i s an a.1.ytic in the rectangle ABCD. Thus by 
6' 
·----' S ' - iA A D r 
Fi gure 2 
Cauch y ' s integral theorem~ the integral of f(z)ezt 
around the boundary of the rectangle is zero. On th e 
side BC, z = x + ii3, and sjnce lt(z )I < M 1z r k~ we have 
xt 
j e z t f ( z ) I < Me 1c , ' 
/3 
fro m whic h is follows that 
~ Thi s classical theorem states that the integral of a 
function which is analytic inside of and on the boundary 
of a simple closed curve C, around C is zero . 
bi • r: 
· +J .t,:; Zt 
/ f ( z ) e dz< 
6 -ri0 
B,d: \ 1ie rJ .. f.=,ht member of the abnve in,3q_ualit.;y tends to 
f k ·· ·r· -· h .. ~ · t- , ~ - 1 f -" ( ·· ) , z t Z(?I'O 8.8 j...--> 00 or . >C•o · IlU S t, le: .,.n e 0 ca~ ,J . .L ,., f.. 
a:o ng BC= 0 as 0- 00 • A similar ar-gument shows that 
the same i.nt egral along s idt:1 DA ;:.;; 0 as 13- 00 o Since t .1.S 
integrals around the rec1,angle 7 alo ng BC an d along DA, 
are all zero j it follows t.ha..t the s-wn of the integrals 
.s..long AB and CD must alsn 
Wh.1-:.:11 irnp1::.F.:.:S tha t 
f:.. I • r•. 5 t i./:, t 
""J.m J .f(2,)u· 0 ·d2; .. 
,-,-> oo 6- j ~ 
u+ J., .. : z-
l.1m / f(z)e d,d z . 
6'- ir 
f' ~) ~ ')0 
1
.I1hus ::?( t ) is indopendt'ln · of' 6 o 
Next c on .sider the function 
( 30 ) 
vrh ere t i s n onpositive and fixed, and whe1 e R:z1 )>S>Oo 
Note that ~ ( z ) is analytic for x >6 . Now ts o impli ;S 
lez t l s 1 ; al so , k >l imp l ies k-.l> Oj an d hence ~ (p( z ) JS 
0( lz, - ( k -l) ). B'y Theorem 8 we c an no w write 
o+if3 ( ) 
~ ( z 1 ) = 
1 lim J ~. z dz= L . - 1 [f ( s ) J . 
2ni ~- 00 6-i ~ z 1-z 
1 
But by- (30)~ we see that <p( z 1 ) = O, and thus the las t 
assertion of Theorem 10 is es tablished . 
Nowj since F( t ) is continuous and of E.O. , the 
transform of ( 26 ) exists . Vve writes= a + bi, wher e 
a >x 0 and z = x0 + iy . Then 
00 
L[F( t)] = lim /Te-st ~n !oof( z ) eztdydt • 
T-+oo 0 
Chang in g the order of int egration we obtain 
( 31) 
The int egra nd of this improper integra l sa ti sf i es the 
condi ti ons 
T ( ) I f -( a - x ) Tl f (z )J 6 - s-z tdt < ~ _ 1- e o < _!... ~, 
0 jy I a - x 0 a-x 0 IYI 
when jy l >;y 0 >0, an d where IVI 
T 
i s independent of T and k >l. . 
But lim f ( z ) J e- ( s - z )t dt = 
0 s-z T-oo 
f ( z ) 
= -- (; 
Summarizing , we can finally write 
L[F(t)] , h J oo_ll~)d z 
-
00 s-z 
and by Theorem 8 , this last i n tegra l is just f ( s :. This 
compl etes the proof of Theorem 10. 
Note tha t the previous theorem is r athe r weak in 
that it does not in cl ude the existence of the inv erse of 
f ( s ) = 1/ s , as this function i s not O(s -k), where k>l. 
However the follo win g theorem relaxes the conditions on 
f( s ) so th a t the inv ers ion integral app li es to a broader 
class of transforms . 
4_5 
THEOREM 11. Let F(t), F/(t) E SC[O,T] s F(t) be O(exot ) 
for t~O, and let L[F(t)J = f(s). Then the inv er sion 
Lnte gra l of f(s) along any line x = 6, wher e 6>x
0
, exist.s 
ind represents F(t): 
L . -l[f( s )J = F(t) 
l ( t >O) 
At; any p oint t 8 such that F( t 0 ) is di scontin u ous , the 
inv0rsion integral represents the mean value of F( t )~ 
Furthermore , when t = 0 ~ the invers i on integral has the 
va l ue zero, and when t< O it has the value zero . 
Proo f . Let G(t) be defined on Rand l et G(t ), 
G ' ( t ) E SC [ O, T]. Assume th e int egr al / 0 IG( t ) I dt exists 
_, oo 
for large ltj. Finally , let 
(33 ) G(t 0 ) = ~[ G(t 0 +0) + G(t 0 - 0)J 
for each point t 0 such that G(t 0 ) i s discontinuous . By 
a theorem of Fourier series~ the function G( t ) can be 
represe ted by the Fourier integral f ormula 
( 34 ) 00 00 G( t) = i J J G(r ) cos y ( t-r ) drdy 0 _oo 
== ~ li.m JP / <X,G(r ) [ eiy ( t ·-r ) + e- iy ( t - r ) ]d.rdy 
/3-00 Q _ oo 
= f ·lim J/3 eiyt / 00 G(r ) e ~iyrdr-dy + 
7t 13-00 0 = 00 
1 O . t · 
2n lim J eiy / 0 G(r ) e-1.J:'dr·dy 
13-00 = /3 _oo 
Now defin e G(t ) as 
G(t ) = {5 f or t< O 
~(t ) e - 6 t f or t >O 
wher e c>x0 • The ref or e on (--00 , 00) 
(3 5 ) G(t ) = ~l i.m J13ei yt / 00F( r ) e-(o+iy )rd rdy . 
-re 13-00 - /3 0 
Not e th at by cieil.u ..i..ti on of the Lap l ace t r an sfo r m~ 
/00
F( r)e - ( 6+iy)rdr represents f(6 +iy )~ where L[F( t )] -
0 
L8tting z = 6 + iy i n equation ( 35 ) gives u s 
( 36 ) 1 .6 +i~ zt -1 ( , 
·- ~ · l:im j f ( z ) e dz ~, L . -[f s) ] . 
.... rn 13-00 6 =i~ i 
4'7 
.(.' ( c..) 
~.'... ...~ 0 
When t< O~ G(t) "" 0 and thf')reforc Li -l[ f ( s )J = o. 
6t Vlhen t >O, e G(t) "" F( t ) and the equation ( 36 ) represELts 
-· 1 F ( t ) as L1 -[f(s )J. 
, 
But by h;ypothesis 9 F( t b\ "" , [F( t +O) + 
- 0 
F(t 0 -0) J for each point of discontinuity t 0 >0 . Therefore 
since G( -t;) las the mean value (33), the inversion integrai. 
converge to F( t
0
) . When t::-;0 7 the va l ue of the invers:io.n 
integral s 
~[]
1 (+0)+0)]. This completes the proof of 
The orem 1 . . 
Before making an analysis of unLqueness of the 
inversion integral, let us define a spec:al class of r~al-
valued fu nctions . 
DE:F'INITIO N 3 . 1\ .:unc t ion F( t ) is said to belong to th~ 
class ~(x ) if it is defi n ed for t >O, is O(ex ot ) for 
--- ---~ ~ 




+0) + ]'( t
2
·~0)] 
for each point t 0 of d · seontinui ty wh:i1e E'( 0) ,:,, ~lt.,( +O., o 
THEOR:B.M 12 . I f x 0 1s finite i no two distinct func.tion :":> c~" 
the cl as s 5 (x0 ) have the same "Gran sf orm o 
Proof . Suppose ]'( t) E Sc xo ) and G( t ) E tC x1 ) such 
tha-c L[F(t) J =- L[G(t)J 
--
f ( s ). 
Then Li =l [f ( s ) J 
-· 
F( t ) when t ?;:':0 ~ where b>x • and. O' 
L, - 1 [.f(s )J = G(t ) when t.~O? wher e 6>x1 o 1. 
I ~ b oth inv ersion int egral s choose 6>max(x
0
~x1 ) . Th en 
-r,,I 1 ) 
.J.: \ I.; = G( t) . 
Lerch ' s th eorem also ass ert s uniqueness of the in-
L/-8 
version int egra l~ only under bro ade r conditions . This 
theorem states that if two functions, say F1 ( t ) and F2 ( t) 
have the same Laplace transform f(s), t h en F2 ( t ) = F1 ( t ) 
+ N(t), where N(t ) is the n ull function / TN(t ) dt = 0 fo:!:' 
0 
every T?O. Note that Lerch ' s theorem implies F1 (t) ~ F2 (t) 
for all t >O, if these t wo fu nctions are c ontinu ous . :::>ic 
to complexity , the proof of Lerch's th eo rem will be 
omitted . 
Le~ u s next l ook at a method of evaluating the 
inversion integral that is more practical than th e on:3 
give n in Theorem 9. Befo re stat i ng the next theorem , we 
need the follo wi n~ def initions . 
DEFINITIO N 4 . If a functio n is analyt ic at some point 
in every neigh b orhood of a point z
0
, but n ot at z
0
, then 
z 0 is ca ll ed a singu lar point of the function . I f th e 
function is analytic at all points , except at z
0
, i.n 
some neighborhood of z 0 , then z 0 i.s said to be an is ilated 
s inE£ular E.2.~· 
If z 0 is an isolated s ingular point of f ( z ), wh er,c:;i 
f(z ) is analytic on and inside a circle C, and z
0 
i2 the 
center of C, then a theorem of the theory of funct ions 




( 37 ) 
f ( z )dz 
(. )n +I z- z 0 
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Dl!;FilU'.I 1I ON 5. The complex numb er p~ a_ 1 'l the ~oeff icient 
in the series ( :37) 'j :i.s ca1 lcd t h e resi~ : c f' 
f(z) at the singular point z • 
0 
D1~FI NIT ION 6 . I f we c an find a pos.l.t lvs in teger n suc2l 
that ~,m ( z- z
0
)nf(z) -
z -- z 
A# O'j the n z ~ z is called a 
0 
:,po~e of o£der n. I f n - 1~ z 0 J2 called :s. sim £1..;: 1221.2 __ • 
110 obt.aj n the ref.d.due of a i'unetion 
z "" z :Ls 8 pole of o:r-der k ~ vrn 11ave the formul a 0 
f '""· Ji.m 
z--- z 
0 
~ dk-1 k 
_.±__ -~ [(Z =Z. ) f( z )J. (k-l) ! dzK-l U 
T1IL.,0R·M 13 . L ee i(s) be a funetion for which the 
: r..ver.sion :i.ntegral al cng a line x - 6 repre2e :rt s th8 in~-
verse transform F( -t ) o f f ( s ) 1 tmd le-t f(s) be a.na.lyt:>.: 
except for isolated singular pointE sn (n: 1~ 2 ,a . ) 
~n t h e half plane x>6. Then the series ·f 
res.:.dues f_11(t) o.f f(z ) 6zt, at z '- sL co rnrerges to :B'(t:~ le:." 
r>3.ch positive t , 
OQ 
F( t ) :,, [ g (-c) 
no:al .d 
i f t he terms 1n t;he scei eD ecJrr eBpond.ing to roints ::,L 
with.in 1'.11e ring between successive curvE'S CN and CN+::.. 
sre grou ped as a single t er m 'J :provided f ( z) sat1 .sfif'::·, LiE--
following condi tion s: CN are the open rectang les I c. ~i ,:-.l I,.,_·.,'· 
fig u re .3) in wh:ich ~N- 00 as N- 00 ~ and t h 8 numbers L-N a.11:~ 
M sxj at 5 wb:·re M J..;:3 independent of' N., ~,uch tha ti 
!r(x --.if\1)1 < 61:p j.r( =l~\r+i;v ) j < M 
whA n 6~--+ 0 
l.~ 
Pr·oof . 
as N- 00 , 
-i3N<x<6 and ly l <SN. 
y 
-~N +\ ~N S : b + j ~N 
s , I I 
• 2 
I C,11 
. s I N 3 :~ 





The singular points z = s are also 
n 
singu l ar points of the integran d of the invers io n 
inte gral f (z) ezt . By the r esidue theorem of the theory 
of functions , th 0 integ r al of f ( z ) ez t _arou nd a closed 
curve enclosing th e poi nt s s 1 , s 2 ,. o ~ sN ha,s the value N 
2 1ti r Ri ct ). 
n=l 
Since our c lo sed pa th cons i sts of the seguent from 
6 -,:i.SN to 6+i /3N and the open rect.s.ng l e CN, then 
( 39 ) 1 b+i ~N zt 
-- - J f ( z ) e 'dz + 
2ni b-i pN 
N 
-· r fn( +;). 
n=l 
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Not e that it is not esse ntial. th a t the line x = 6 and the 
open rectan gle enc lose exactly N po l es , as t he hypoth esis 
of the theor em ~nplies . 
As ~N-----+00 th e value of th e int egral i n ( 39 ) appro a0heE.l 
L1-
1 [f(s) J. We need t o sho w that t h e second int egra~ 
ten ds to zero as ~N 00 • To verify that su ch is the cas.,, 
WA hR P.··1 n bv choosing the ~N (N "" l 'l 2 , •• ) so that pN-,...oo as 
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l''T ....... 
J..'~ • r,., & le ~ ~}1 e ~u r 1r00 (,'- w 1· t·t1 L; - .. .., . --- ~ N - ,. the 1~ n e x :: . .:. t:·: :.'""J. C l . . r~. ·:.,-
is inf :in:ite . I f the number is finite ~ let all of them t,,e 
e~c los ed when N is greater than some fixed number . Since 
jf( x +i/3N)\ < 6N f or -f)N<x<6, and 6N-o as N-> 00 ~ then 
\f ( z )J-o un i for ml y on the upper and lo wer sides of CN as 
N- 00 • Hence 
on these sides which implies that t h e ab so lute v a lu e o.f 
th e int eg rand over each side is less tb an : 
(40) ( t >O) 
But the right s id e o f eq uati on (40 ) tends to zero as 
N-- 00 • Al so ~ if If ( z )\ .is uniformly bounded on the left 
side of the re ct angle , then there is a constant M su ch 
th a t If (- /3N+iy )j < M fo r -·f3N<;y-<~N' wh ere M i s independ en t 
of N. Then we may conclude that the abso lute va lu e of 
zt the inte gra l of f(z ) e along th a t side is les s than 
/3N 
Me-/3Nt J dy = 2M~Ne- i3Nt 
- /3N ' 
which tends to zer o as N-->00 for t >Oo Summarizing, we 
see tha t 
lim J f(z) Pztd z = 0 
N~oo CN 
which concl ude s the pro of . 
( t >O) 
For some types of fun ct io ns i.t may b e more conv enien t 
t c UGc parab oli c or circ ula r arcs in s t ead of open 
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rectan gl es for the ON part of the pa th, but we shall not 
deve lop these other possib iliti es . 
From (38), the r esidue of the function f(z)ezt at 
z = sn, where sn is a po l e of orde r m of f(z)e 2 t, is 
given by 
fn ( t) == lim 
z -s 
n 
1 dm-l ( z-sn) f ( z )e 2 t. 
(m-1 )! dzm-I 
}'rom t hi s for mula it is seen th at the residue of f( z )e 2 t 
at z = sn, wh ere sn i s a simp l e pole , i s given by 
Pn_(t) = li m ( z- sn)f( z ) ezt = esn tl im ( z-sn )f( z) . 
z ~ sn z---sn 
If f(z) is a r at ion a l function of the form 
(41) f(z) = p ( z )/ q (z), 
where p ( z ) and q(z ) are ana l yt i c at z = sn and p (s n ) IO, 
th en the res idue at the simple po l e sn is 
p (sn) s t 
?n_(t) = -- en . 
q '( sn ) 
And, when all singular points of f(z)e zt are simple poles 
and f ( z ) h as the form (41 ), then 
1 ~ ~ p(sn) s t F(t) = Li- [f(s)J = L PnCt) =L_ --- en. 
n=l n=l q/(s) 
(42~ 
n 
~hen q(~) and p(s) are po]ynomials, then the number of 
po l es is finite and formula (42) becomes the Heaviside 
expansion, formula (5). 
Illu stra tion 9. Find the inverse of f(s) 
The fun ct ion f(z) hEs simple poles 2t z=O, Z=i, and 
Z=-i. Letting Pi,~,,½ represent the residues of 
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ft Pot lim ( z- 0)( ~z- 1 ) ::: l ·-· 
-- z ( z 2+1 ) - * .J. z- ... o 
h it 1 :i.IT'. ( z - i )( 2z +l) - icos t + sin t ~cos t isin t - e -- = .... 
Z->i z ( z +i )(z- i ) 2 --~,._ .._.. .. :I 
-it -, . ( z -ti)(2z +l)_ ,,, , t . t 
e .1.1m ---- - - ice s + sin - cos 
z--. i z ( z +i. ) (z-i ) 2 
Thus L1 -l[f(s)J = f1 + h + f§ ::. l - c:>s t + 2sin 
t + i Gi.n t 
- T. 
I llustration 10 . 
·"() 1;2 r -) 
Find the function whose tran.sform is 
I s = . . ..:, , s +.L o Tho .integrand of the inver s ion integra1 
. z t ; 2 ( 1 \ h . h l is e z z + J w ic 1as a 1ole of order 2 at z = o, 
a simple pole at z = ·-1 . Letting fi and ~ be the 
resid u es at O and -1, respectively 3 we obtain 
~ = 1 im [£ z--~ -1 ) J e z t l :::.: 




1 [f ( s )J = Jf + ~ "' t=l + + ~v e • 
This .::18 ·tion i.s concluded with the following thec ,1 ·':lrr:. 
whi ch j perhaps, w&s anticipated by the reader . 
THEORLhl 14 . The op erator L1-l is indeed a linear trans-
formation . 
Proof . Let the co nditions of Theorem 11 be satisfied 
for f(s ) and g ( s ) 3 where L[F( t)J - f(s) and L[G( 0 ) ] "'g(s )
9 
and let c be a constant . Then 
1 1 o+: .. /3 zt 
I :t.- [f( s )+ g(s )J == 2m: lim / [.f ( z )+ g ( z )] e · dz 13- 00 6- i.{3 
:::: 
6+ i~ 1 lim / f ( z ) eztdz 
2 11:i. ~ - 00 6-i $ 
6+ ip 
7 
+ -1_ lim J g ( z ) e~tdz 
2 rci ~ - 00 6-i/3 
Also , 
== L1-





b +i ~ 
lim J cf ( z ) eztdz 
f3- 00 6 ·-i B 
b +i/3 
l im J f ( z ) e 2 tdz 
B- 00 6- iB 




ll'ini te F9.urier Sine and Cosine Transf crms 
In tlis part , t wo other integra l transformations 
will be inv estigated . Unl ike the Lapl ace transformation 
which deals with functions definEd on infinite intervals
9 
the finite Fourie r sine and cosine t r ansforms are mapping s of 
functions defined on finite intervals . It is possible, 
h0vvever , to extend these finite Fourier tranE forms to 
functions defined on unbounded intervals, but th i s ex-
tension will not be taken up in this report . 
Li ke the Laplace transform, these t wo Fourier 
tr ansforms convert differential f'orms into algebraic 
forms involving boundary values. 
DKFINITION 1 . The .finite Fourier sine t ransform of a 
function F rx ) E SC[O,rr] is denoted by Sn[F (x )J and i s de-
fined as 
(1) 7t S [F (x )] = J F(x) sin nx dx = f (n) 
n O s (n = l 'j 2 ~ •• ) 
Note that sin nx is the kernel for this particular 
integral transformation . 
Because there is a one-one correspondence with fs (n) , 
n~l,2, •• , and the positive inte gers , we say that the image 
of F(x) under this transform is a sequence . Hence, this 
integral transformation maps a real-valued fu nction into 
a sequence of real numbers . 
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DLFINJfl1ION 2. The finite Fouri er cosine transform of a 
function F(x ) E SC[O~n] is denoted by Cn[F(x)J and is de-
f.inea_ as 
TC 
(2) = J F(x)cos nx dx .a:. f.. ( n) 
0 '-
This finite cosine transform and the a.bove finites. ne 
transform have similar properties. Hence, eac,h remark 
of the preceeding paragraph has a corresponding remarir 
applying to the finite Four ier cosine transform. 




( 0) = J F( x)dx, 
0 
a relationship that will be used later on . 
The finite Fourier sine and cosine tran13forms 
exist for any f unction :l!'(x) E. SC[a ,b ] , since the finite 
interval [a ,b ] is homeomorphic to the interval [O,n]. 
In particular , the finite Fourier sine transform of a 
f unction J?(x), sectionally continuous on the interval 
[ O, c ] :ican be written in terms of the transform of F( x) 
on [O ,n ], the int erval in the definiti on of S [F(x) ], n 
by means of the subs ti tut ion .r = nx/ c to get : 
( 4-) 
C TC J F( x ) s in nnx dx = £ f F( cr /n) sin nr dr = gsn[F(cx/n)] o 
0 c TC O " 
For br evity , t he fi n ite Four ier s ine and th e finite 
Fourier cosine tran sform sh all often hereafter be refer-
red to as the sine transform and the cosi ne transform, 
respectively . A few operational properties of t h es e 
transf or ms wi l l n ow be presented in th e following t heorem s . 
rrHEOREM 1. The sine and cosine transforms are indeed 
llflf'.:i[o 
n 





/ j?( x)sin 
0 
--· oy CF(x) J 
d 
'ft 
nx d.x + / G(x ) s.ir1 
0 




- t a :E'(x) sin nx dx -· 
0 aj F( x)sin nx dx 0 
-~ ( ) r ( ' -, n r r, ·· 
·1" . ' :r ;r } E 'v I V 1T I ~ ' ' 9 \.. .. . ~ - ' "'- aLJ d lS 5, SCE,_' c,T 0 
I l_:.1s::r&..tion 1 . Fr ·:,111 , . ( - -. n +~. -::: ~:..! -.1 ) 
'lnd ;::;; fx ] -· Il -
·1:L, 0 1 
n 
0 _ [a:x+b ] 
.i..L 
n 





( - , ) 
' .r1 ~ l ~ - 9 0 0 
l1 
1 ~.1Ui.3tr;:..t_Lon c' . I i a E _ and r_,.1 ~2 c;o• , t1t:·n 
G.,,JF ( x) +-d - C [ B"'( x) J + C [t't ] ~ C [ F( x )J , ::;in~t~ 
., n n n 
TC 
J aces n x dx = O. 
0 
For n.o,O we h,::i.ve 
cO[F( x )+a] = cO[F( x)J + cO[aJ ~ fc(O) + rca . 
THEORc.,M 2 . Let F( x ) E SC[O , n], f
8
(n ) be the sin e transform 
of F( x ) and fc(n) the cosin e transform of F( x ) . Then 
(5) lim fs (n ) = 0 an d lim f (n) = O. 
n-oo n-oo C 
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Proof. Divide the interval [O,nJ into a finite 
number of subintervals on each of which F(x) is con-
tinuous. Note that F( x ) is continuous at the end points 
of these subintervals, if we use the li mits from th e 
interior as the valu es of F( x ) at those points. Let 
any on e of these subinterva l s be denoted by [p,q]. The 
first equation of (5) will follow prov i di ng we can show 
q 
li m J F( x )sin nx dx = o; that i s 
n - >oo p 
fo r each e>O, we need to find an inte ger ne such that 
( 6) lt qF(x)sin rue dx l< e whenev er n>n
0
• 
We begin this task by dividing the interval [p, q] into 
k equal parts by the po ints p=x
0
,x 1 ,x 2 , .. ,xk=q. Then 
the int egral in (6) can be writt en as 
q 
f F( x ) sin nx dx = 
p 
q 
(7) J F( x )sin nx dx 
p 
But, 
k - 1 x. 1 
L 1.+ J F(x)sin nx dx, or 
i.O x. 1. 
k-1 x. 1 > l+ 
= [F(x. )J sin nx dx + L, 1. 









And if Mis the maximum value of jF(x)I on [p,q], then 
k-1 xi+l k-1 
( 8 ) i;,(xi )l. sin nx dxl si;O ~ = 2~, since 
l 
'co s nx. ~ cos nx. 1 1 < 2 . l l + -
The f unction F( x) i.s continuous on [p jq] whi::;h 
implies that it .is uniformly cont i nu ous on that -::L)Sed 
interval o Hence there exists a 6 such th at for thee 
ch osen in ( 6 ) we have, 
IF( x )--F( x. ) I< e · wheneve r Jx-~x.i I < 6 o l 2 ( q-p) 
Let k=k , whi:;re -Che integer k
0 
i s taken so large that 8 C 
that the l ength of each subin t erval (xi~x i+ J) is l ess 
than 6 . Then 
l + k-1 X, I 
J F( x )-F( x1)/ dx · x . 
1 
e \ ( ) 
2 ( q-p) i~Ox i +l - xi - 2 
e 
Summari zing , from ( ? ),( 8 )~ and (9) we ha v e 
!J qF( x ) sin nx dx j< 2M.ke e 
when 9=12_ < 6a - + -p 
n 2 ke 
Now for th e fixed ke 1 select n so large that 2Mk / n e 
say n >n where n == 4-Mk / e . T11en e e e 
I q I J F( :d sin lL"C dx ,, e/ 2 + e/ 2 = e whenever n> n"' , 
I:.:, p 
whi .ch concludes the proof of lim The 
n-oo 
v erifica t ion of the second limit of ( 5) fol:ows 
s imiJ ar l J • 
' 
e/ 2~ 
. Prom Theorem 2 we realize tha t if the lim it of a 
seque nce of r eal numbers is not zer o~ the n that sequence 
is not the sin e of co si ne tran sform of some functio n . 
THEOREM 3. Let F( x )~ F"( x ) EC[O~rc] and F,...,(x ) ESC[O~rr] . 
Then 
n=l , 2 , •• , and 
(11) C [F 11(x)] 
n 
2 
= -n fc(n) 
n=0,1,2, . . , where Sn[F(x)] = 
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Proof. Only ( 11) will be v erified since (10) follo ws 
si mil arl y . 
By d ef inition, 
on [F 11( x ) J 
7t 
= J F/1(x ) cos nx dx 
0 
Lett in g u = co s nx an d dv = Fll( x )d x , we get f rom i n te grat -
ing by parts th at 
n ,, 
J F (x )cos nx dx = 
0 
.re re 




= (-l)nF 1 ( n ) - F 1 (0) + nf F 1 (x ) s i n nx dx . 
0 
Now r epeat ing int egr atio n by par t s on t hi s last int egra l, 
l et t in g u == s in nx and dv = F 1 (x )d x , giv es 
n 2 n , J Fq( x ) co s nx dx = -n J F( x ) cos nx dx - F (0) + (-l)nF 1 (n) 
0 0 
which c ompl et es the proof . 
Il l us tr a tion 3. Find t he si n e t ra nsfor m of F( x ) = e0 X
0 
Fr om (10) we ge t c2Sn[e cx] = -n 2sn[ ecx] + n[l-( - l)n ec n], 
s ince Sn [F\x) J = Sn [c 2ec x ] = c 2sn [ ec x] . Thus 
S [ecx] = n[l- (2l); ecn ] (n~l,2,.o) 
n n +c 
I llus t ration 4. Find the cosine transform of F(x) = sin kx . 
Noting that F 11 (x ) = - k2sin kx , we obt a in from (11) tha t 
- k 2Cn [sin kx J 
·which y.i elds ~ 
0 [~i·n kx· J = ( -l )n kcos kn - k 
n ~ - 2 '5 --
n =kc:. 
for n'°'O)l , 2 , a. and /kV,O5 1 , 2 , • •• 
COROLLARY. Let F( x ), F / (x ) ~ F//( x~ , F/11( x) E. C[ O, 1t] and 
F( 4-)( x ) E SC[O,rc ]. Then 





/( 0) + ( -l )n1t' ( rc) , 
where S1) :b.,(x) J :::: f" (n) and C , [F(x) J :::• i' ~ (n) . 
- 0 Y.1.. l..i 
'111,.;s J forms are v erified by r·eplacing F (x) by· 
F~x) in equations (10) and 11) . 
THEOR6M 4 . Let F( x ) E C[O,n ] and :b-J(x) ESC[ O,n ] . Then 
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( 14) Sn[ F'( x) J ~ - nCn[F(x) J (n=l , 2
9 
• • ), 





The proof of this theor em follows from integration 
by parts . As each form i s derived s i milarly, we shall 
only prove ( 15 ). 
Letting u = cos nx and dv = F'( x ) ds we obt a i n 
C [F ' ( x) J 
n 
7C 
= J ud, == 
0 
1! 7t 
F( x ) cos nx] + n/ F( x ) sin nx dx 
0 0 
111ustr-ation 5 . li'rom I l lu s t r at i on 4 we, we s aw that 
1or knot an in tege r , the c os i ne t r ans fo rm of s l.n kx is 
[C--l) nkc os k n - k] /( n2-k 2 ). The r ef ore f rom (14 ) we obta.i.n 
S [k 1 J n[k- (- l )nkcos kn ] n cos x.x = -~ 2 n - k 
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(n:::l? 2 , o. ) 
Before the next theorem can be given it ls necessary 
to def inc-, the odd and even periodic ex-tensio ns of a 
func t ion :F'(x) . 
DEFI NI TI ON 3 . I f a rea1 .... valued fun"ti on F1 ( x ) '"' J?(x) 
on the open :interval (O,rc) 9 F1 (--x) = -F 1 ( x) and 
F1 (x+2rc) = F1 (x) on the inte r val (-~, 00 )j then F1 (x) is 
F(x). 
Similar l y~ if a real-valued fu nction F2 (x ) ~ F( x) 
on ( O,n ), F2 ( -x) = F2 ( x ) and F2 (x +2n) = F2 (x) on (- 00 , 00 ), 
thon F2 ( x ) i.s sa.i.d to be the ~ 1;:~ri.odic: f-;Xr;er~~ 9 
with period 2n, of F(x) . 
THEORJE:L 5 . Let k be a const ant , F( x ) f.. SC [ 0?1c] ~ £'
8
(n ) l 1 e 
th e sine transform of F( x ) ., and fc (n) the cosine transform 
of JJ'( x ). 
(1 6 ) 
(17) 






fs (n ) sin nk 
-
-
Sn [~ [F 1 ( x - k) +It·1 (x +k JJ ] 
en [~ [F1 ( x +k)- F1 ( x -k)JJ 
f 0 (n ) cos nk - cn [~[ F2 ( x-k )+F 2 ( x +k) J] 
f c (n ) sin nk -· Sn [~ [ F 2 (x~k )-F 2 (x +k) J] 
( rJ.:-.,; 1 5 2 ~ u O ) 
( 0 ., ·'\ n:.::. ~ .!.. 9 • o ., 
wbsre F1 ( x ) is the odd periodic extension, wi.th per:i,)d 
2n ~ of F(x), an.d F2 (x ) is the even periodic extension ? 
with period 2n , of F(x). 
Proof . Only the proof of (1 8 ) wi ll be given
1 
as 
(16) ~(1? ) and (19) are established analogously o By 
D3fi niti on 2 we have 
f 0 (n )cos nk 
TC 
= J :b.,(x ) 
0 
cos nx cos nk dx 
7t 
= J F2 (x) cos nx 0 
7t 




J F2 (x)c os nx cos nk dx 
~n 
1 7t 
= - J F2 (x)[cos n (x- k ) + co.s 4 -'JT 
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n(x +k)]dx 
- / rcF2(x:) cos n ( v +k }ix / nF2 (x )c os n( .x:- k)dx J. 1 + = - ~->- • * ......... 0 ( 20 ) = 
L~ -n 4 -re 
I ett'ng n - x- k 1 the i i rst integraJ on the ri ght oi ' 2 0) 
becomes 
( 21) 
and .letting ri -- x+k 1 th second i ntegral on the rit~L .t c,f 
(20) becomes 
(22 ) 1 rc+k J F2 (n- k ) cos n ri dri. 4 -rc+k 
But the integrands of ( 21 ) an - ( 22) are _per: c.-'.Li.e iur1c - iuns 
of ri, so the li rni ts -n-k to n:-k and -n+k to rr+k may eacJ1 




n ( 23 ) 4 J F2 (n+ k ) cos nri d Tj l!- / F2 (r +k ) co s n ri d.Tj + 
-n 0 
1 0 1 re 4 J F2 (ri- k ) eo s nri d T\ + ll= J F2 (ri--k )c oE, n ri dTj . 
-TC 0 
By ch anging the variable rt to -6 in the first a..YJ.d thir·d 
integrals of ( 23) we have 
0 
¾ J F2 (ri+ k)cos nri dri --
-rr 
-, n 
* J F? (-6+ k)cc,s i'.1JS d6 an d 
'+ 0 ---
1 O 1 7t 
/ F2 (11-k)cos nn dn = - J F2 [-(b+k)]cos nb db. 4 -TC 4 0 
Hence we may now write f
0
(n)cos nk as 
1 7t 1 rt 
- J F2 (b-k)cos nb db + - f F2 (n+k) cos :r:.11 dn + 1+ 0 - 4 0 
1 rt 1 rt 
- J F2 (b+k)cos nb db+ - J F2 (11-k)cos nn dn. 4 0 4 0 
The pr oof of (18) is completed by unifying the dummy 
variables of i ntegration and then adding. 
No illustrati on of Theorem 5 is disp l ayed at this 
po i nt , but this theorem wi ll be used to prove an 
important convo lution theorem in the following part. 
However , a useful corollary follo ws from Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY. Let F(x ) E SC[O,rc], Sn[F(x)] = fs(n), and 
Cn [F( x )] - f c (n). Then 
( 24-) 
( 25 ) 
f (n)(-l)n+l = S [F(n- x )] and 
s n 
In fact , when k =rein formu l a (1 8 ) we ge t 
fc (n)cos nn = fc(n)(-l)n = cn[~[F 2 (x-n )+F 2 (x+rc)~ 
= cn[~[F 2 (x-n)+F 2 (x-rt+2rc)~ 
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= Cn[F 2 (x-n)J which proves (25). 
Formula ( 24 ) is verified similarly. 
Illustration 6. If Sn[x] = (-l)n+ln/n, find Sn[n-x]. 
From ( 24 ) we procure 
( )n+l S [n- x ] = -1 7t(-l)n+l = rt 
n n n 
(n=l,2, •• ) 
I n the succ eed in g part we shall examine the inverses 
of the se finit e Fouri er sine and cosine transfor ms. 
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PART V 
The Inv erse of the Finite Fou r i er Sin e and Cosine Tr an sfor ms 
- ~- ···- --· 
Analogous to the Lap l ace transform met h od in solving 
a boundary value pr ob l em, it would b e rolling the stone 
of Sisyphus if we d~t not know ho w to find the solution 
function from the al gebraic solution of th e tr ans for med 
equation. Hence , the n ecessity of the present par t of 
t h i s re_?or t . 
Le~ u s be gin the discu s sion by s t a ti ng a classi c a l 
theoren of Fourier se ri es. Fro m this theor em the def-
i n i t ion s of our desir ed invers es v,ill be gl eaned. 
THEOREM 1. Let F(x) E-SC[O , rr], an d for eac h po int of dis-
cone inu.:.ty x E (O,rc) let F(x ) = ~[F( x +O)+F( x -0)]. 
0 0 2 0 0 
Then at each poin t x E(O,n) where th e right hand 
derivat iv e and the l eft hand derivative exis t, F(x) is 
represert ed by its Fourier sine se ri es 
oo TC 
( 1 ) F ( x) == ~ l, sin nx f F ( Tl ) sin n Tl d ri , 
n='l 0 
and a l s c by its Fourier cosine ser ies 
l re 2~-.22. n (2) F( x) = ~ f F( x ) dx + n cos nx J F(n) cos nn dn. 
0 n= 0 
Due to the l ack of mach in ery , no attempt will be 
made to ?rove this th eorem . 
Equ i tion ( 1 ) can be wri t t en in the for m 
(3) 2\' F(x) = nn~fs(n ) sin nx, 
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where fs(n) is the finite Fourier s i ne transf or m of F(x) . 
It can now be recog ni ze d that ( 3 ) i s an i nvers ion formu l a 
which recovers the functi on F(x ) from i ts s ine tr an sform . 
Al so , ve may notice tha t this i nve r sion form ula pro du ces 
a uni ue function , .since a converge nt se ri es ha s one and 
only one sum . Thus , the inver se of fs(n), denoted as 
sn-
1 [f 8 (n)J i s indeed gi ven by (3). It may a lso be 
c~~rect -y said that sn -l[ fs(n)] represents the fun c ti on 
whose sine transform is f (n ). 
s 
Equat i on ( 2 ) can be wri tten in th e for m 
00 
(4) 1 2 \ F( x ) = r- fc( O) + - f (n)cos rue, 
·~ TC ~ l C 
.d= 
wher e fc (n ) i s the flni te Four i er c osine transfo rm of F(x ). 
Henc e ( LJ-) i s an inve rnion f,__,n.l1~la tha t pr oduc es t he 
function whose cosine trans for m i s fc(n). We d enote the 
inv erse of the c osine trans for m f (n ) as C -l[ f (n)]. 
C n C 
Lik e the inverse of t he sine transform , cn-l[fc(n)] is 
also un i quE. 
The f ollo win g th eorem s exemp lify so me pro pe rties of 
these tw o in verse transformations . 
THEOR:2,M 2 . Sn -l [f s (n)] and Cn -l [f c (n) J are linear trans -
formatio ns. 
Proof. Let f (n) and g (n) be the sine trans fo rms s s 
of FC : ) and G(x ), respec tiv ely. Then 
Sn- 1 [f 8 (n)+ gs (n)] = ~\..QQ. [f (n)+g (n)] sin nx rl=1. s s 
= ~nt fs (n)sin nx + ~bigs(n)sin nx 
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- - 1-- , ) 1 
"' L ·r ., ,_,'Cl ,,,_ s L, _; ? l.00 2~:, ~ . 
-- :.; af (n ) sin nx = --- ) f (n)sin nx 
re 1 s n -~1 s 1= n = 
n:~ :ll'Oarity o_' C_-l [; (~ ) ~ ~allows ana logously . 
I ll ust r ation 1 . Fi r d th e in v erse of t h e sin e trans for m 1. 
n 
,;, E:, (' ..•.. :::: e:rpress 1 
- as n 
1 == 1-(-_L _ ' - l )n +l 
n n n 
~ - l[! J = B -1 ~- (- l)n ] + a -lr - (-l )n+l l· 1~~=~) = 
n n n r n n n TC 
1-(-l)n - (- l)n +l 
s i nce S [l] = ---- ~nd S [!] = ~~-. 
r n n n n 
'"'t -,,r i L - ...:,.. 
---rr 
THEOREI1I 3 . Let F( :.K) E SC [ 0 , re] , f (n ) b e the s i no trans f orm 
s 
of F ( x) , and f c (n ) b e t he cosin e tran s for m of F( x ). Then 
TC t X t 
! J J .ii' ( r )drdt - J J F(r ) drdt and 
re O O O C 
L f ( n) 
( 6 ) C - [_£ z-] = 
l . n 
x n fc ( O) 2 J .f F(r )d rdt + --(x-n) + A, 
O t 2n 
where A i s a const an t beca u s e fc (n )/ n 2 i s not de fined 
wh en n=O o 
Proof ' . Let us pr ov e (5) first. 
Define Y(x ) a s 
n t X t ( 7) Y(x ) X J J F(r )drdt 
- J J F(r) drdt. 'I'hen -- re 0 0 0 0 
Y(x ) X = X B - I G(t)dt, 
7t 0 
vvh ere B i s a co ns t ant and G 1 ( r) = F( r ). Now Y1 (x) = ~-G( x ) 
7t 
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:,nd. Y//(0) 0~ 0-G "( x)"' -F(x)o Noting that Y(O) - Y(1c) =: 0 
A 1~J. ustnc ( 10) of Fart L.J. we obtain 
2 Sn[-F(x)J = -n Sn[Y (x) J , or 
2 
::, -n y 8 ( n) where Sn [Y(x) J ,.., y 8 (n) . 





2 • and finally 
n 
The proof of (6) is begun by defining Y(x) a.s 
x TC fe:( 0) 2 
Y(x) =ff F(r)drdt + - -( x-n) + A, 
0 t 2rc 
(8) 
where A is a c.onstant . Now ( 8 ) cnn be put j_n the form. 
x fc(O) 2 Y( x ) = J H(t)dt + • • -( x .:.. c) + A, where 
0 2rc 
H(t) = G(rc)-G(t) and G1 (r) = F(r) . DtfferentJ..atln, , 
gives us 
y' (x) f (O)(x-rc) (9) [H( ~::) G(n)-G(x)J .... + ,.., from which - = 
--
TC 




I G(rr)~G(O)-f (0) . y (0) = (., 
TC 
But G(rc)-G(O) = J F(r)dr and previously we saw that 
rt 0 
f ,~ ( 0) = J F ( r) dr . 'I'hu s Y ' ( 0) "" 0 • 
.., 0 
From (9) above we get 
N ., fc( O) 
Y (x) = -G (x ) + 
TC 
Using ( 11) of Part 4 yields 
f ( 0 ) 
C 
= -F(x) + -- • 
7t 





But from I l l ustra tion 2 of Part L~, it is cl ea r tha1 
f (0) 
C [ - F(x) + c ] = C [-F( x )J (n/ )o 




-f e (n ) = - n yc (n) where Cn[Y(x)J >= 
fc (n) 
2 , we obtain 
n 
Y(x) = cn- 1 [y c (n)] 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3o 
y C (n) o Fina11y~ 
Il lustration 2 . Fin d the inverse of the sine transform 
.. 1-(-l)n Y ( n ) = -- 3 - . We can wri t e ;l ( n) as s n s 
1 ( l) n 1-(-_·L)n 1 y (n) = · - - - ·-=--- . -2 o Kn0w.ing that s ') n.,., n n 
Sn - l [l -(- l)n l = 1 1,ve have the f orm sn -l [f s ;:2] where 
n n 
F( x) == 1 and S [F(x)J - f,,(n) . lpp l··ing formula (5) n ;::, 
gives us 
S -1 [1-(-12n l 
n 3 n 
re t 
-· X f f drd t 
re O 0 
X +-, , 
- / J drdt 
0 0 
2 2 
X (IT X ) X(· ) 
-· TI: 2 = 2 ::.: 2 rr~ X • 
Ill ustratio n 3. Fin d the function whose cosine traxrn= 
form is y (n) 
C 
( l)n ( ., )n 
... -=-r..-, y ( 0) '= 0 . Wr-i ting =4 .. as n~ c n 
( =l) :i. l 1 ( ., )n x 2 ~ o~ and kno wing that C ~ [~ -] :-c - ~ we 
n n n n 2n 
( )n ~ f.,(n) f · C =l L- -l J C -·.l [ c J orm - 4 = - 2 - ~ n n n n 
C [:i!.,(x ) J 
11 .f C (n) • 
2 




and f (0) = for n = o. 
C 
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Applying for ula (6 ) gi ve s us 
6 
X 7t 2 2 
-· 6 { C27r)drdt + r2 Cx- -rc) + A . 
To so lv e for A we use the fact that y
0
( 0) = 0 and get 
~3?n3 A== .. - -. Thus , af t er integrating and putt:inL in th e v alu e 
36 0 
of A~ we 
J ( 2,.,,.2 2 x4 _ , . IS X -
247t 
7 4 
-n ) . 
15 
Th i.,s part sh all be conclude d iN.i th an important 
eonvo l ution theorem . This theorem i s useful in finding 
thr, inverse of the sine and cosine transforms ~ just as the 
convolution thao:.cem oi' Part 3 .is applicable in finding the 
inverse of certain Laplace transforms . 
However , before prese.n tin g this convolution theorem ~ 
let us gather s ome machinery via a definition and a fE:'V," 
lemmas . 
DEFI NI '11ION 1 . Let th e funct io ns P( x) and (x) be def -~ried 
on the int erval (- 2rc,2n) . Then the function 
( 10) P ( x ) * (x) = ~:P( x - r) Q(r )dr ~ 
when this integral exists , is cal l ed the convo lu t ion ~f 
P and Q on t h e interval (-n ,n ) . 
LEMMA 1 . The convolution of P and Q as defined in (10) 
is an even f un cti on if P and Qare both even or both odd 9 
and i s odd is P is odd and Q is even or if P is even and 
is odd . 
Proof . On ly part of this l emma will be es tablish ed 
as the p:::'oof of tl-:.c rema.:..n::i_ng p ortion is simi l ar . 71 
Let F and Q both be aid functions ; ie, P(- x ) = - P ( x) 
and ~( - x ) = -Q( x). Vve need to sh ow that P(-x) * Q(-x) = 
P( x )* Q(x) . By de finitio n , 
TC 7t 
(11) P( - x) *Q(- x) "" J P(- x -r) Q(r)dr --· -f P(x+r) Q(r)dr. 
-rr -n 
Chan ging the var:i ab.le c-f integ rat ion r to -n we ob tain 
TI -TI 
-J P( x +~ ) Q(r)dr - J P(x-n) Q(-n)dn 
-n: n 
rr 
- / P(x-n ) Q(n)dn 
-- P(x ) -;l<-Q( x ). 
Let P be odd and Q be even ; ~-e 9 P(-x) = -P(x) and Q(- x ) = 
~l(x) . We ne ed to show that P(-x) * Q( -x) = -[P( x ) * Q(x ) J. 
From (11) abov e~ 
TC 
P(- x ) ·* Q( =x) = =/ P(x +r) Q(r ) dr . 
-re 
Chan g ing the vab.iable of integrati on r to -Tl we obtain 
n -n 
-f P( x +r) Q(r)dr - J P(x- n) Q(-n)dn 
-n: n 
n: 
.. -J P(x-n) Q(ri)dn 
-n: 
... -[P ( x) -X· Q(x)]. 
LEMMA 2. I f P and Qare pe ri odic~ wi th perio d 2n:, then 
Pro of . Let ting x - r = n we obtain 
n: x- n: 
P*Q = J P( x -r) Q( r)dr = -f P(n)Q(x-n)dri 
- n x+ n 
X + Tt 
- · / 
1
-{,( X=0 YJ):P(n)d.T). Th.is last- intf~gral :is just 
X= TC 
7C 
J r_l( x - r1)l-1 (r.)c1:q "' Q* F 9 
- n 
sinee x i.s a parameter and the :pe1 i o'.l of i-,J:H: intf:gr:::.i.rt-.1 
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LEM1£A _3. L et F(x) 7 G(x) E GO[O, /' , H1 (x) and G1 (x) denc';c 
the odd periodic extensions 9 1, J..th 1>';T1<)d 2n 1 of F( x ) anJ 
G(x), respectively ; and 11:)t i 2 (:x.) avl G2 (x) :lenot.e ·Li.e 
even :periodic extensions , with eriod 2n 9 of F( x ) and G(x) , 
respsctively . Then 
n (1 2 ) F2 * G2 = J G(r)[F 2 (x-r) +F~(x +r )]d r = I1+I 2+I 3+I 4, Q c 
7C (13) Fl *G 1 - / G( r ) [F1 (x- r) -F 1 (x +r )] dr - Il - I 2-·I 3+ILj.. ~ arid 0 
n 
(1 4 : Fl ~ G2 = _( G(r)[F 1 (x- r ) +F1 (x+r )]dr 0 
7t 
- f F( r ) [G2 (x - r )-G 2(x +r )]d r = I 1+r2-r 3- r4 , 
wher e 
X 7C n-- --
I 1 = { F( r )G(x- r )dr , r2 = / F( r )G( r-x )dr ~ r3 -v X J F( r )G(x+r )dr , 0 
7C 
and r4 = J F( r )G( 2rr-x- r )dr . 
n- x 
Proof . Let us verify (1 4 ) and realize that ( 12) an d 
(13 ) are extab li s hed s i milar ly . 
By defin itio n , we have 
7t 7C 
F1 * G2 = ~n F1 (x- r )G2 (r )dr = J G2(r)F 1(x-r)dr + 
-n 7C 
J G2(r )F .1 (x- r )dr . 0 .. 
Let t in g r = -11 i n th e f i rs t int egr a l on th e r i ght we 
obt ain 
0 
J G2 (r )F 1 (x - r )dr = 
-n 
7t 
= .f G2 (11)F1 (x+11)d11, fro m whi ch 0 
th e firs t part of (14) follo ws . To show th e seco nd 
part, l et us beg in by observin g that 
7t 




= ~7tF1 ( r )G2 (x- r )dr + l F1 (r)G 2 (x- r)dr . 
Lettin g r = -n in t he fir s t int egral on t h e ri gh t of 
th e pr eceed in g we obt a in 
0 
J .l!'l l r )G2 (x- r )dr 
-re 
0 
= - f F1 (-11)G 2 (x +11)d11 7t 
= - / 7tF1 (n)G 2 (x+ri)dn, f r om whi ch 0 
th e s econd part of (1 4 ) follo ws. La stly, th e third pa rt 
of (14) i s justifi ed by br eakin g up t his l a tter form of 
F1 * G2 ; th at is, 
n 
F1 x G2 = / F( r )[G 2 (x-r)-G 2 (x+ r )] dr 0 
7t 7t 
(15) = / F(r )G2 (x-r) dr - J F(r)G 2 (x+r) dr . 0 0 
But, 
(1 6 ) 
Tt 
J F(r)G 2 (x- r )dr = 0 
X 
J F(r)G 2 (x- r )dr + 0 
7t 
[ F(r)G 2 (r- x )dr, s in ce 
G2 (x- r ) = G2 (r-x ), for G i s even . Also , 
(17) n 
- / F( r )G2 (x+r )dr --0 
periodic., with period 2n . 
n- x 
-J F(r)G ? (x+r )d r -
0 -
Tt 
J F(r)G 2 (2n-x-r)dr, since n- x 
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Summar izing , the first and second integrals on the 
right of (16) are I 1 and I 2 , respectively , and the first 
and second int egrals on the right of (1 7 ) are -I ~ and - I 4 , ., 
respectively . This completes the proof of Lemma 3 , 
We ai"e now ready to deliver the promised convolution 
th eorem, which will conclude this report . 
THEOREM 4 . Let F( x ) ,G(x) E SC[0 , 1t], Sn[ F( x)J = fs (n ), 
Sn [G(x ) J = g8 (n ), en [F(x) J = f c (n) ., and en [G(x) J = g /n) . 
Then 
(1 8 ) fs (:n)gs(n) :::: Cn[-~ (F1*G1)J 
(1 9 ) fs (n ) g0 (n) 
.'l 
and = Sn[ ~ (Fl* G2)J, 
C. 
( 20) fc (n) gc (n ) :::: cJ)r (F2 *o2 )J ._ 2 
where F1 ,F 2 , G1 , and G2 are the .dreviously dEfined 
extensions of F( x ) and G(x ). 
Pr oof . Once again , due to the similarity of the 
proofs for (1 8 ), (19) , and ( 20), let us verify just one 
of these , say (19). 
Consider the prod uct 
( 21 ) f 8 (n )gc (n ) 
TC 
~ f (n )J G(r ) cos nr dr 
s 0 
re 
- J G(r )f (n)cos nr dr . 
0 s 
Fro m (1 6 ) of th e previous part we know that 
rl l f 8 (n)cos nr = Sn l2[F1 (x-r )+F1 (x+r ) J • Ther efore 
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re re 
( 22 ) f. (n ) g (n) = J G(r) ( ~)J [F1 (x- r ) +F1 (x +r) ] sin nx dxdr . s C O C 
By changin the order of integration the right side of 
( 22 ) becomes 
Tt: l Tt: 
'6 sin n..x ( 2)'6 G(r ) [F1 (x- r ) +F1 (x+r)]drdx . 
However , from eq uEt i on ( 14) , the in ner integral of the 
preceeding expression is just F1* G2 • Thus we can write 
which compl etes the proof . 
Ill ustrati on 4 . Find the inverse of the sine transform 
3 [(-l)n-1]/n . Letting 
(- 1 ).n+l 
f 8 (n) = ------- and g 0 (n) = n 
we can sh ow that 






Now letting F( x ) = S -l [f (n )] - ~ and G(x ) = C - l [f (n) ] 
n s re n c 
= x , we app l y ( 19 ) to obt ain 
f 8 (n ) g0 (n ) = Sn [~(F 1 ~ G2 )J or 
sn-l[fs(n)gc(n)J = ~(Fl~ G2) . 
But ~(F 1 * G2 ) = ~(I 1+r2-r 3-r 4 ) , where these I k are 
defined i.n Lemma 3 , ]}valuating these four integrals 
l x ( x-n ) gives us 2 (F 1 * G2 ) "' - 2 • Hen ce 
Sn -1 f (-~t: 1 l, :£_{~-n2, 
76 
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I NTRODUCTION 
The Laplace and finite Fourier sine transfor ms 
be used to solve certain boundary value problems . 
the L9.place transform is a useful tool i .n solvin g 
-
.. ··-- .. ..: l
integral and integrodifferential equations . Trds r cJ)i .··-
is composed of tr ansfor m solutions of se v en t e en suc h 
app li ed problems , while the author ' s first repo rt ~~ 
focused towards the theo~etic al a sp ect of the se 
transforms. 
Several different types of problems are solved i~ 
this report. Among these are Bessel ' s clas s ic al 
differential equation of index n, t wo electric~ cir cL 
prob le ms , a bear ::1 prob l em, a vibratin g s tring probl8 :., , 
a heat flow probl em, and a te mperature grad ient pro b l 
One of the objec ti v es of this report is to illu Gt~ 
several operation a l properti es of the Laplace and fi n' 
Fou rier s in e tr ansforms . There.fore, various met}-ocJ., 1 ·: 




Solve t he -f'o'. lo 1 .; · , · j0unda ry v alue ;::,ro-blem . 
~.,_ 
yr 1 '( t ) + Y 1 ( t ) = c-·-'; y ··c) ,.-. ~-!(O ) = Y' 1 ( C) = O. 
Solution : Letti n g y ( s) denote the Lap l ace transform 
of Y( t ) ·,re ap p l y the tr ansfo rmation t o the d iff (:;ren ti a l 
equa tion to obtain 
-, 2 
s'y ( s )- s Y(O)- sY1 (0) - Y1 '(U)+ sy(s) - Y'O) = l 
---. 
s - 2 
Us in g the bou n dary conditions and solving for y ( s ) gives 
1 1 y ( s ) = . 2 , ---n- = ..,._-~-------
s ( s +l)( s - 2) s ( s - i )( s +i)( s - 2) 
Accordi ng to t ho th eo ry of partial fr a cti ons , t here exist 
constan t s A,B,C, and D such th a t 
1 
---,..---~-----,.-
s ( s -i) ( s +i) ( s-2 ) 
A B C D 
= + _ • - +-- ,or 
s s -i s +i s - 2 
A( s 2 +l)( s - 2 )+B s ( s +i)(s-2)+C s ( s -i)(s- 2 )+D s ( c 2 +1 ) = 1. 
11e can solve for A , B,C~ and D by letting s =O,s=i, s =-i, 
and s =2, resp ec tivel y , to ge t A= -1/2, B = ( 2 +i) /1O , 
C = ( 2- i) / 1O, and D = 1/10 . Henc e 
y (s ) = 1 
--· + 
( 2 +i )/ 1O 
+ 
( 2- i )/ 1O 
s +i 
1/ 10 
+ - , an d thus 
2s s - i s-2 
1 
~il e it 2-i -i t 1 2t = -
- + + -- e + - e 
2 10 10 10 
1 
t 2 +1 c t isin t ) 2- 1 c t isin t) = - r - cos + t - cos -2 10 10 -r 
2 
1 2t 
- e = 
10 






t 1 . t - - sin 
5 
+ l..e2t . 
10 
Solve the system of ordi nary diff ere nti al equations 
(1) Y1 (t) - Z'(t) -2Y(t) + 2Z(t) = l-2t, 
(2) Y11 (t) + 2Z 1 (t) + Y(t ) = O, ha vin g the initial 
conditi ons 
( 3 ) Y(O) = Z(O) = Y'(O) = O. 
3 
Solution: Le.t y ( s) and z ( s) repr esent the respe ctiv e 
transforms of Y(t) ai1d Z(t). Apply ing the Laplace 
tra n s fo rm to (1) and ( 2 ) gives us the a l gebra ic equatio n s 




(5) s 2y ( s )- sY(O)-Y 1 (0)+2(sz( s )-Z(O))+y(s) 
·- o. 
.Bimpl oyi ng the condition s of ( 3 ) and solving the al geb raic 
system (4) and ( 5 ) obt ai ns 
y( s ) = 2 
s(s+l ) 2 
and z (s) = (s 2+l) = 
- s 2 (s+l) 2 
-1 1 
( s +1) 2 - s 2(s+l) 2 . 
In finding the Lap l ace invers e of y ( s) we note that th e 
function 
zt 
g(z ) = 2e has a simp l e pol e at z=O and a pole 
z(z +l) 2 
of order 2 at z=-1. I f/?._ and~ denote the residues of 
g(z) at z=O and z=-1 , then 
f, = lim [( z-0) (2)eztl = 2 and 1 
z_. Q (z)( z+l) 2 
½ = lim I. l £_ [[ z-(-1)] 22ez~ } ]= lim ~(2 ezt ) = 
z~ -1 lc2-1) l dz z ( z+l) 2 z- -1 dz z 
( ) O O -t -t Hence, Y t = Ji +J2 = 2- 2e -2t e • 
Let us us e the convolution theorem i.n solving for 
Z(t). Consider the expression -1/ s 2 (s+1) 2 , the second 
term of z ( s ). Den oting f ( s) and g(s) as 
f ( s ) = 1 ~ and g ( s ) 
( s +1r~: :::, - 12 we obtain. s 
F( t ) = L- 1 [f( s) J == te·~t and G(t) - L- 1 [g(s)J '" - t . 
Th1Js the convo l.u ·t ion F * G· j __ ;:-1 
t; ]' * G -·· f F ( r) G ( t - r) d:r 
0 
t 
J - r . 
= f .t'e · (r - t )dr 
0 
2 i1.he fir;:.,t; term of z(s ) is - 1/( s +l) whose Laplaee inverse 
. - t 1 is - ~s . Fi nal l y , ad·ing the two parts of L- [z(s) ] 
gi.ves 
Z( t) - 2 - 2te-t - 2e-t - t . 
Fr blem :3. 
Sol·ve tlH, differ- ential equation 
yr 1 (t) - 2kY 1 ( t) + k 2Y( t) ·- F(t), having no prescr.ibed 
boundary conditions . 
4 
Solution : I .f L[Y( t )J ... y(s) and L [F ( t )J .. f ( s ), then 
transformed equation is 
S 
2y ( S ) - SY ( 0) - YI ( 0) - 2k ( SY ( S ) - Y ( 0) ) + k 2y ( S ) .. · f ( S ) o 
Solving this algebraic equat io n yi elds 
y(s) = ~~~2+¥:(0)+!'~P,)~~~Y(S). 
( s- k) 
5 
Letting A= Y1 (0 )-2 k Y(O) and B = Y1 (0) a llo ws us to writ e 
y(s) = ~ + Bs 2 + A 2· 
( s - k ) (s-k) ( s -k) 
Using convolution on the first term by agreeing th at 
L- 1 [f( s )] = F(t) and L- 1 [g ( s )= 1 J = [G(t) = tektJ 
we have 
( s - k) 2 
L- 1 [f( s ) g ( s )] = t F*G = J F( r )( t·-r ) ek ( t - r)dr 
0 
t 
= ektj F( r )( t-r ) e-krdr . 
0 
Now the second term in y ( s) can be inverted by r es i dues . 
In fact, the fun ction Bze2 t /( z- k ) 2 has a p ol e of order 2 
at z=k . The residue p at this point i s 
_? = li m L r\~- k ) 2Bz~~t ] - Eli m (z te 2 t +e2 t ) = Bktekt +Bekt . 
z-k dz ( z- k ) 2 z--,.k 
1
.rhe inver sion of the thi rd term in y ( s) is Atek t. 
Summarizin g , we obtain the inver se of y(s ); that is , 
t 
Y(t ) = L-1[y ( s)] = ekt/ F(r)(t - r)e - krdr + Bktekt + Bekt 
0 + Atekt 
= ekt [6tF (r)(t-r)e - krd r + B + (Bk+A)t ]. 
Problen 4. 
Solv e the integro d ifferential equation 
t 
f Y(r)dr - Y1 (t) = t, ha vin g the initi al condition Y(0)~ 2 . 
0 
Solution: Lett in g L[Y(t)J = y(s) and taking th e 
6 
Lapl ace trans form of each side of the giv en equation yi el(.:J 
! y(s) - (s y ( s)-Y(O )) = 12 , or s s 
2 2s -1 
= ~~2-i). y ( s ) 
If we let y(s ) = p(s)/q(s) where p(s) 
s(s 2-l), then we can use the formula 
2 
= 2s -1 and q( s ) = 
1-Lr~l = (-- p(an) eant, where the 
q ( s )J -l-;;1 q 1 (an) a are the zeros of · n 
q(sn ie, ,q(s) = (s-a 1 )Cs-a 2 )Cs-a 3). Our particul ar q ( s) 
is factored into such linear factors by q(s) = 
(s-O)(s-(-l))(s-1). Now if a1=0, a2=-l, and a3=1, we 
can write 
L- 1 [y(s)J = ~(O) eot ... ~,-1) e-t + .JQ2 et. 
q I (0) q'(-1) q I (1) 
Hence, Y(t) = 1 • 1 e-t + let ~ ~ . 
:E'r ob l em 5 • 
(1) 
Solve the Bessel equation of index n (n=l,2, • . ) 
t
2Y11 (t) + tY 1 (t) + (t 2-n 2 )Y(t) = O. 
Solution: Using the substitution 
Y(t) = t-nz(t) on (1) we obtain a ne w differential equati on 
(2) tzi•(t) + (l-2n)Z 1 (t) + tZ(t) = o. 
Letting L[Z(t)] = z(s) and taking the Laplace tran sfor m 
of (2) yields 
-~(s 2z(s) - sZ(O) - Z 1 (0)) + (l-2n)(sz(s) - Z(O)) - tf ~2 
= o, 
-:irhi ch reduces to dz ·- ( 1+2n ) sd s z·- = 2 - . 
s +l 
7 
I ntegrat i ng each s i de 
of t h is las t eq uatio n gi ves us 
ln z = - ( l +2n ) l n ( s 2+1 ) + C, or 
2 
A 
where C i s a co n stant and A C 
=- e • Note tha t 
( 3 ) 1 1 
~ 'l / ;) ( l +s~ )n +. - 211+.l ( 1 1 , 2 )n +1/2 s ' + / s 
Next , 
c onsid er t he b inomial expansion of (l +l / s 2 )- n-l/ 2 • 
, t . e . , 
(1 +! 2 )-n-1. /
2 
_ . 1 + ( - 12:- 1/ 2 ) 1 ( - n-1/2)( - n--1/ 2-1) ( 1 ~2 s -2 + - · · . - 2 + 
l! s 2 ! s 
.8!::l/ 2 )( -n-l ~;-l )( -n-1 / 2-2 ) (~i + 
. . . 
The ge n era l term of this expansion i s 
(- n--,l/2)(~;:1/ 2-:~). · · · [ ·-n-1/ 2-(~-l)] 1 ( 0 · 
-2k' k= '1 , • ,. k l s 
Thr ough s ev er a l mani pul a ti on s i t c an be shown th a t th is 
g en eral t er m r ed uce s t o 
2n + 2k k ! ( n + k) ! [ 1 · 3 · .. ( 2n- 3 ) ( 2n-l ) 
Hence 
(4 ) 
where :K = 
n 
1 
1 · 3 · ··( 2n- 3 )( 2n - l) 
2k 
s 
2n +2k k ! (n+ k) ! s2k 
From ( 3) and (4) we c an n ow wri t e z( s ) as 
' 
( 5 ) z ( s) -· AK,, l, __ G l)k [2(n +k ) J ! o 
k=O 2n +2k k ! (n +k) ! s2 (n +k )+ l 
Tak ing ··he Laplace inverse of ( 5) gives 
L [ t 2 ( n + k) J __ 
Y( t, ) 
.QQ__, 
Z( t ) :,:AK\ 
r:L 
k:: O 
(-.l) k t2 (n +k ) 
---·...--- .. ·-- - , 8 i IJC. e 
2n +2k k ! (n +k) l 
[2 (n+k )]! 
~--- -o 
8 2 (~ +k )+ l 
Fin ally ~ 
oo , ~)k (t)n+2k 
- AK L -i.=. _.,_ --- - 'j or 
nk~b k J (n +k) ! 2 
Y( t;) "" BJ ( t ), where B '"" AK and J (t) is Bessel 's n n n 
equatio n of the first kind def i ned by 
Problem S . 
Sol ve the integral equation 
t 
Y(t) = asin t - 2/ Y(r ) cos ( t -r~ d~ . 
0 
8 
d olut.ion : If L[Y( t) J -- y ( s ) 1 the transformed equation 
b<0comes 
y ( s) 
, .. 
;;:;, 
--- ·- "'""c, 
2 
s +1 
. d J 0 1tn so .v1.ng 
a 




--. . ..,... __ 
2 ·1 8 + ..... 
2 [Y(t) * cos t] 
C! ,., 
~.-.-- _,., I} 
2 1 s +.' 
~ 1· nc~ e L L-r .. '-1_·i q +· J ·-· i:::> .• •' ., ~ v 
fop y ( s ) we obt ·i.n y ( s ) E ... ........ ,.. ___ _., 0 
TakJ.ng the invers e of each side give,s the solution 
( ) --t y t "" ate e 
Pr ob lem ? o 
Solve the i n teg r odiff eren tia l eq uation 
? t 
F 1 ( t ) + k-J F (x ) c osh k ( t - x ) dx - O, 
0 
( 1 ) 
having no prescribed initial condition . 
( 2 ) 
Solut i on : The tr-ansf or'rned equati on .i.s 
.sf ( s ) - .P (O) -t· k 2 [F ;X-cosh kt ] ... O. 
( ) . r ') '.)) Bu c F' * c ci sh k~ c: f ._ s Ls/~ ~ .. _- le .J ? " 1 . ( ?_) &11a upon .s c _ ving _ 
- \ for £ ( s) 1 we find that 
f(~,) .2 __ i_7 J 
--· ~..,.,.- 0 
;::, 
F( t 
Oona'.der the electr i ca l ci r cuit shown in Fig ure l j 
wher 0i Q ls the c;lrnrg e ac:cur%.lated .~n th0 cap,-:ic.i·cor C a i; 
t ime t: I :i:::: t:be curren.t ·; H is the l:es:i.stancE~ of thlj 
ci1:'o ·,1i.t 1 L is thi=: i.ndL.etan-:,1 of' a coJ 1, ancl w.t12re 
I( t ) :,; Q'( t) o 
I 
Figu r e 1 
I f Lr.e. S9nse uf f l .··-i·1· I( t :'l , l. 'I • • ~ of posit i ve charge ls 
9 
taken in the clockwise direction as ind.icatecl j_n the 
figure, the n Q(t ) measures the charge on the upper plate 
of the capaci tor . Adding the three vo l tage drops and 
equat in g the sum to zero, we have 
(1) 
LI 1 ( t ) + ±Q(t ) + RI( t ) = O, or 
C 
LQ1 I ( t ) + RQ1 ( t ) + lQ(t) "'·' o. 
C 
If the r es istan ce is n eg l ecte d, the capacitor has 
an ini ti.al. charge of Q ( Q( 0) '"" Q_) ar.,_d the .i.n.l tial 
0 u 
current is I ( I "' Q'(O) ,.,, I(O) )~ whence the t1'ansfor::neo. 0 0 
equation of (1) become.s 
2 l L(s q( s) - sQ(O) - I
0
) + ~1Cs ) - O. 
C 
Solv.ing for q ( s ) 1 web.ave 
(2 ) 
where 'W "/ ~ / ·- ., : .. -:. l. .._, -4' 
0 Tak-L.ng the Lap: ace i.nverse of E,ach 
side of equation ( 2 ) g.ives the solution 
I 
O(t ) = Q cos wt + 0 sin wt ~ 0 0 w O 0 
0 
Prob l em J . 
'l1.he electr ic current I and the charge Q on the 
capacitor i n the ci.rcui t shown in Fig u re 2 are i'un et ions 
oft that satisfy the equations 
Q t LI'( t) + RI( t ) + C = E
0
, Q ~ / I( r ) dr , where 
0 
tis the tjme after c1os.ing the s witch K, and where Q 
and I ar e initially zero ( Q(O) ""O, I( O) ""O)o Let the 
electromotive for ce E0 be co n stant and solve for I (t ) o 
10 
11 




Soluti on : If L[I ( t)] = i(s), the transform of the 
above differential equation yie l ds the algebraic equation 
L( si ( s) - I(O)) + Ri( s ) + ~ = E0 , which reduc es to 
Cs s 
i ( s ) = E IL 0 
---= 2 R 1 




2 2 [s-(-b)] +w1 
where w1 =1~ Vtc -~ 
and b = R/2L. Taking the inverse of our a l geb raic 




e si.n w1t Lw1 
Probl em 10. 
A beam of l en gth 2c is fi xed at the left end and 
p inned at the right enc . The part O<x<c is unload ed bu t 
the part C::XS2C has a uniform load Of W0 units per Unit 
l ength, so that the total load is W = w c ( see Fi g. 3). 
0 0 
X-=-o X:: C 
~=w
0
c ~ !l!llllllllllllllllllf . 
X:: 2 C 
Fi gure 3 
The internal bending moment M(x ) is given by the 
equat ion 
(1) M( x) = E I Yr 1 ( x ), 12 
where Eis Young's modulus , I is the moment of inertia 
of the cross- sectioned ar ea with respect to the n eutral 
axis, Y(x ) i s t h e displac ement, and Y1 (x) is the slope of 
deflect ion. The inter na l shea rin g force ,F( x), is given by 
th e equation 
(2) F (x ) = E I Y 1 1 r (x ), 
s ince M1 (x) = F( x ). Al so , i f W(x) represen t s t he trans-
v ers e lo ad pe r un i t le ngt h a lon g the beam , then 
( 3 ) W(x) =E I yC4 )(x). 
Find the she arin g f or c e exerte d by the beam on the pin , 
and the shearing f orc e and be ndin g moment exerte d on the 
wall at x==O. 
Solution: Tl e displ ac emen t and slope of deflection 
at x=O are each zero, whi ch gi ve s u s t wo end conditi ons 
(Y(o:=Y 1 (0)=0). The di spl aceme nt an d b endin g moment at 
the end x=2c ar e eac h zero which gives us two more end 
cond i tions (Y( 2c )=Y 11 ( 2c )= O) . Equation ( 3 ), for this 
pa rticu lar problem, becomes 
(4) 
__ 01 where a- 1 =EI and Sc(x) [i 






y(s) - s ?Y(O) - s 2Y1 (0) - sY11 (0) -Y 111 (0) = 





Taking the inverse of the preceeding equation gives us 
(5) Y(x) = ! Y11 (0)x 2 + ! Y111 (0)x3 + .l.aw (x-c) 4s (x). 
2 6 24 O C 
Using the conditions Y(2c)=Y11 (2c)=O, fo:v x>c, we can 
solve for Y11 (0) and Y111 (0), which makes equation (5) 
become 
Y(x) 
= ..Z.. aw c2x2 - &aw cx3 + law (x-c) 4Sc(x). 
64 ° 384 ° 24 ° 
Now 
F(x) I = a- 1y, 1 '(x) I 
x>c x>c 
Hence, the shearing force at x=2c is 
F(2c)lx>c = - ;(w0 c) + w0 (2c-c) = ~(w 0 c) = 
But F(x)J / = a- 1Y 111 (x)I = - ~ w
O
c. 
x-.c x<c 64 
Hence, the shearing force at x=O is 
Finally, 
Hence the bending moment at x=O is 
M(o)jx<c = 1-woc2 = 
32 
F::::ob l em 11. 
23 
- - w • 64 o 
23 
.2...w c2 
32 ° - -64 
il w . 
64 0 
wocx. 
Solve the second order partial differential equation 
13 
(1) Yxx(x,t) - 2Yxt(x,t) + Ytt(x,t) = 0 (O<x<l,t>O) 
having the boundary conditions 
Y(x , O) = Yt (x ,O ) = Y(O , t ) =0, Y(l , t) = F(t) ( t >O) o 
I f we d 0:oot8 y(x , s) as the Lapl ace rra...risfor11 of Y( x , t )
1 
then the transfo r m of (1) with respect t0 t become s 
2 £.,JY~~L d 
dx 
. 2 L c·cy(y· c·)- -Y.r(x 0)1 + .-,2v ( -::.-s·) 0 -s Y(v- 0) 
...:::> _'I,..' _. . ' .J Q ,.t .. . ' . J'.,.. ' dx 
( ,._ \ 
I. c.. ) 
Y (~ O" 0 C·I"' 
- -/-. ,x ' ) "" ' v 
-2 
:iy 2 2Y ;.~ C· :-2 . ., _s + ;::, .7 ... ' 
dx X 
u(p ? s ) and app lying the Lap l a,:,::, tr~'n:-:ii'o.r .. at;ior.t to e quatior: 
( 2 ,, vd th re~~pect to x ,:ve obtain 
2 
p u (p , c ) ... :p.:7(0, s ) ~ yx (O , s ) - 2s ( pu (:p , s )- y (0 , s) ) + 
P2,- 2- u + ~2 ft ~-·•here A~ ·y·· (0 . ~,'1 • J J. - -.:5:p . ;:, °!l - H, .v - , ;::, 
-x: Sol v-·.ng t :,,f; 
'") 
altj:Sbra:i.c ·,;q~atio:::1. l.:n u gives U[:; u(p , s) == A/(p - s ) c. whicl:-1 
" t d , .... .:-. ,, . ( ) ~ t\ .. ·c. E:iX 
.:..nV•?r e 3 1 v1: .. ,, .Y ::,: , s - .,,._.z., o Us~n ~ t~s c0ndit1o n 
s ) vrn find tnat .r.. ( " )/ ,•~G 
.:.. \ ~) .,' 0 
-·~ ( · r ._-) .. f ( G ) 




o,n { l _ _ ,.) S 
-f· ( " ' \. - ~-c.:- }, ;:;, c; 0 
Taking th e .inverse of y ( x:, s) gives u,s our· Lle::;Jr-ed 
.sol ution 
·- 0 
Problem 12 0 
Solv e th e partial differential Equation 
having the prescribed conditions 15 
Y(x , O) = Y(O, t ) = O. 
Sol ution : The transformed boundary va l ue proble m is 
xd [X(~ , s)J + sy (x , s) - Y(x , O) + y (x , s ) = xf( s ); y (O, s ) = O. 
dx 
Multiplying this linear first-order different i a l equation 
by the integrating factor exp /~~dx =- xs +l, we obtain 
xe · \::..,:r s s +l 
· ~ + (s +l)x y = :;( f ( s ), or d.X 
I ntegrating each side with respect 
s+2 S+l ( ) X X y x , s ~ -
s +2 
to x gives 
f(s) + C, 
where C is a constant of integration . Using the f o.ct 
that y ( O, s ) = O, we find that C = O. Hence , the soluti 0r 
of the transforme"l problem is 
y ( X , S ) "'' ~f_ ( S 2 0 
s +2 
Letting g ( s ) --- l / s +2 and L- 1 [g ( s )J == G( t ) = e - 2t we fin d 
that 
L -l [ y ( x , s ) ] = xF ( t ) * G ( t ) t 
= xf F (r ) G( t-r ) dr = 
0 t 
xf F( r ) e- 2 Ct - r )dr . 
0 
Therefore , the solution to the problem is 
Y(x , t ) - 2t t 2r = xe J e F( r )dr . 
0 
Fr·oble1r1 13. le.. 
. .. . J d . tl ·y .b " 7TX 1s u.:isp _ace 1n-co · Je cur ve :::.: · s in -- -
c 
and released II'C'IYJ. -,--.pc, f: ( cer ... 
-'-· _,,..:) V •::J l-_, Figure 4) . S et up and so l ve 
ths bound.ar:- v·J.l u.;:-., problem for the dispJ.ac emen t Y( x , t ) . 
y 
Y( - b . 1TX 
-- b~- s,n 0 
I (o,o) (c, o -x 
Figure 4 








; H is the hc~izontal tfilsion i n the str in g 
and p is the me.s J ·ns.::.· 1_;_::,_it ; r.ncth . AL,o 
1 
we see th2t 
wtrnrs tJ-:.c v".',loe ity o.f the .str i ng . 
'.:'he t::'ar,.::f or:m. sJ. 8quat ion of ( l ) is 
( 2 ) 2 ,, ' s ;:n~{., .sJ , rrx ~ ( ) i~b sin - "' a ,r x , s . C '-'XX 
l etting u (p , s ) dsr::ot, 0 tl:,3 transfoI'm of y (x , s ) with Tt.;Spect 
to x ,, where p .1.:.1 the nE,": fi.lr DmE,c er , we wr it e the new trans -
formed equation of ( 2 ) 
2 sl2n/ '"'__ 2 2 
s u (p , 2 ) - = a [p u (p 1 s )-py (O, s ) -y (O, s)] . 
p2 ~( ~) 2 X 
- C 
( 3 ) 
But Y(O , t) °'' C ir::.;.pli.-:;£:; ~r(O, s ) -- O, a nd letting Y"'.( O, s ) = A 
-''-
~qu ,, t·i· r·n ( ;~) C .o. V. 'I. ,,- b 3CClIT,P...'; 
2 s·brc/ c :::i .? 2 
s u - --- - - a-p~u - Aa . ? ,,,.. r;J 
")'-+( ;;) c. 
-~ C 
(4) Uc~·) c ) -1 ' ,-) - · A 
. 2 ( s ) 2 p - -a 
sbn ;/ ca 2 
... .. -· .. .. ·-· ..... 
Th(::: iEY J.rse c.,.f the first term on the right of ( L~) is 
I\ a/ c· c-1· ru'·1 ··,v/~ 
. •l .;;.A,_ C) I~ • ::_,.,:l..., Cl. 8 Using convolution on the second term 





f (s) = 
hc..'iTB 




2 ( s ) 2 
:P - a 
sb n X 




b J sinh a () 
and g ( s ) = 
sr ,~ 
sinh - J[::'.. 
a 7t 
1 
--- -, or 
2 ( 7t) 2 p + -C 
sin ~(x-r)]d .r 
ZE(x-r) ( ' ~ r sin dr . ~, C '· 
17 
Pc ,:.to rming the lilvt;gration (? ) gives us tL .t_; i1:.7e .t·o i or:. o.:: (4) 
bn; 
sinh (~) x bs . rcx 










WWW .. . 
• s a (~)2+(~)2 ( ~ ) 2+(;l - 2 a C C; ~ 
But Y( c , t) '"' 0 J.mpl ies y( c , s) == 0, and using this f act 




---- -. (~) 2+(~ )2 
a C 
Putt:ing th.i..s 0021.stan t int;o equation ( 6 ) and c ar..celling 
we ot t.a .in 
;y(x , s) b 
·-~ 
s:in ( 7ES) 
C 
1;,,.., ,n .. ~ ..,..._. j "1 T ; ·1 .. ·r ~ · ,J.., . • , - C1) 
1, •. , ..•.•• 8. .• J..} LL. -,ri , yl.. X , o 
s 
--... ·-· ·-·--··-· · :::; b sin (!Ef ) C 
to get the solution 
s 
4 - - • 
2 cn a ) 2 s + -C 
Y(x , t) - b sin rcx na 
- cos ( -c ) t . C 
Prob lem 14 . 
The .lateraJ su rface of a bar of unit length i .s 
insulated whil e i ts ends ., ·=-O and x • l are kept at ze:co 
tempe r atu e . Heat is generated throughout the bar at 
18 
a constant rate of B units per unit voh me . The initial 
temperature i B(x-x 2 )/2K ( see Fi gure 5). Set up the 
boundary value prob l em and derive the temperature formula .• 
/ / / 
u=o li (\o) == A(x-x")l2K l J :::o 
1/ I 
lx==o •X= 1 
Fi gu re 5 
Solut. · on : '1:he temperature sat:isfies the hea.i:; equation 
(l) (O<x<l , t> O~ 
hf.,:I l.ilg the '"ootm ary conditions 
2 Bx Bx f U(x,O) = - · - - · , or O<x<l, and U(O , t) "" U(l , t ) "'·' 0 
2K 2K f ()J.~ 
t >Oo The tr :1.nsform of equation (1) with respect tot is 
Bx Bx 2 d2 [u (x s )J B 
su (x , s ) - ._, + - - - 2 ' + - or 2K 2K dx Ks 
2 







- - & 
dx 2 Ks 2K 2K 
Th.1.s latter differential equation h as e. complemen t a r;y-
solution 
and a particular so lu t ion 
2 UD =a + bx + CX • 
.J; 
Us:ing the method of undetermi n ed coef ·1.cients vrn find 
that a"'-0, ·b,:::.B/ 2K;s , and c:::::-B/ 2Ks . 
Hence, 
u (x , s ) 
~) 
-Vs x Vs x + Bx Bx ':.. 
- c1 e + c 2e - - - • 2Ks 2Ks 
But. U(O~t ) i mpl ies u (O, s ) = 0 and U 1 , t ) == 0 .impl ies 
u( l, s) = O. Using these t hese two prescribed conditions 
of u( x,s ) we can so lv e fo r t h e constants c1 and c2 ru1d 
find that c 1 == c') == O. 
'-
Hence the solution of the trans -
form ed prob l em is 
( ) Bx Bx2 u x , s ~ - - -
2Ks 2Ks 
ar.a upon inverting we arrive at the expected solut1on to 
the p:co bl em 
U( x , t ) 
2K 
Pro l em 15 . 
Us.ing the fini. 1,e Four:ier sine tran ,3f.·;rr1, solv ,, the 
different i al equation 
(1) F 1 r ( x ) + F( x ) 1 ;) 3 = - - [ ( 6-7-C-)x-. X J 
6rc ' 
where F (O ) = F(rc) = O. 
19 
Soluti on: Appl yi ng the sine t r ansform on eqw-;.tion ( 1 ) 
gives 
- n
2f 8 ( n ) + n[F(O)-(-l)nF(rc)J + f 8 (n ) 
= (-!)~ + n2 (- l) n +~ + ,:!) n:l r§
3
_ ~2), 
n 6n 6 n n 
where _. (n) = S [F( x ) J. Th i s t r ans f or·med eauat i on i n s n _. 
f 8 (n ) has t h e s olu t ion 
(-l) n +l 
f ( n ) == • • •• • 
s 3 
n 
The soluti on of ( 1) is obtained by findin g the function 
whose s in e transform is (- l)n +l; n3; that i s 
Pro l em 16 . 
2 2 F( x ) = 8n - l[( - l)n +l; n3 ] = x (n -x ). 
6-rc 




~xx (x , y ) + Vyy (x , y ) = O 
V(O, y ) = O, V(n, y ) = A 
V(x, O) = B 
(O<x<n,y>O); 
( y >O) 
(O<x<n). 
Also , V(x , y ) is bcu nded . ( see Figure 6). 
~ V= o 
v;:: o
Fi gure 6 
Derive the forn mla for V(x ,y ). 
(lT,Yo) 
V=A 
Solution: Takin g the sine transform of Vxx +VYY = 0 




v8 (n, y ) + n[V(O,y)-(-l)nV(n,y)J + ~[v s (n,y)J = C1 or 
dy 




v (n ,y ) = 0 which implies that c'") .is necessarily S C 
zero . Also , we use the fact that V(x,O) = B implies that 




( -l )n - ny (-l) n +l A 
---- e + ---- - • 
n n n 
Therefore , 
( ) BS -l [l -( - l )n]~ny AS - l[ - e- ] n AS - l[ (- l )n +lJ V x ,y = n n n 
.... = - -- + ------ + -~-----. 
n n n 
Using tables we find that 
2 2e-Ysin x V(x , y ) = B arct8.n ---- g A - e - YAl0 IJ.' xr A s.rc tan -- ~-- - x 
7t l-e - 2Y 
·-







7t 1-e·-Y 7t cos ~'.: 
arctan sin x Ax + -. 
, •
1 
-l G .lS X 7t 
Pio ,,.J. e;r: 17. 
(1) 
Sclve the bo undary valu e pr blem 
- --a 2 
Y ( 0 , t ) = Y ( TC , T) ·- Y xx ( 0 , t ) - Y.,r _ ( n , t ) ,~ Y ( x , 0 ) 
= Yt( x , O) = O. 
Sol ution : The sirie transform of' (j_) with respect to xis 
- n (- l )n~ (x,O)] + f (n), or 
xx s 
') 
q~-~ + 2 4 f () any= ,...n . dt ;;:, 
Th:i.s second order .li.nea. r differential equation has the 
solution 
( 2 ) f (n) s 
2 4 
a n 
But from the given boundary condit ions we see that 
22 
y 8 (n , O) = O. Employin g this fact into ( 2 ) we find that 
2 4 
c2 = -fs (n)/a n . Also , the condition Yt (x , O) = 0 implies 
that <:!...cyo (n , t )J = o, which enables us to realize that dt .::, t= O 
c1 = O. Hence, 






I nverting gives the desired solution 
1 
- - 2 G( x ) a 
where gs (n) = f 8 (n)/n 4 , Sn - l [g 8 (n )] - G(x), G (L~) (x) =- F(x) , 
G( O) == G(rr) = Gr 1 (0) = G ' 1 (n;) = O. 
